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HEAT TRANSFER TESTS OF RIBBED SURFACES 
F'OR GAS-COOLED REACTORS 
0. H. Klepper 
ABSTRACT 
The performance of gas-cooled reactors is often limited by 
the heat transfer in the reactor core. The present studies 
have investigated means for modifying core heat transfer sur-
faces to improve their performance. Experiments were conducted 
to evaluate several rod surfaces roughened by GA for ORNL. 
The 0.3-in.-OD stainless steel clad heater rods were photo-
etched to produce external ribs 0.006 in. high and 0.12 in. 
wide with a pitch of 0.072 in. Helical ribs with a helix angle 
of 37 deg (to promote interchannel flow mixing in a multirod 
array) were provided on one surface. For comparison purposes, 
a transversely ribbed surface and a smooth rod were also studied. 
The test surfaces were 49 in. long with a 24-in. heated region, 
concentrically arranged inside a smooth 0.602-in.-ID stainless 
steel tube. Nitrogen gas at pressures up to 4oo psig was used 
as the coolant; the linear heat ratin& ranged to 6.8 kW/ft at 
surface temperatures up to l400°F; T /Tb varied from 1.2 to 
2.4 at Revalues up to 450,000. Annlilus results were recal-
culated for rod geometry using two different transformations. 
Good agreement was observed with applicable literature values. 
The effectiveness of the surfaces was assessed as the 
ratio E of the heat transfer coefficients of the roughened 
rods to t.ha.t. of a smooth rod at the came pumping pm<er. The 
effectiveness of the spiral ribs ranged from 1.3 to 1.4, and 
from 1.2 to 1.4 for the transverse ribs, spanning Revalues 
from 60,000 to 4oo, 000. T'.nese data include variations intro-
duced by alternate tram:formation methods that were used to 
make annulus test results applicable to rod geometry. 
The surfaces investigated in these tests were considered 
for fast gas-cooled reactors; however, the range of parameters 
studied also applies to heat transfer from ribbed rod-type 
fuel elements in thermal gas-cooled reactors. 
l. TI\J'l'.KOlJUC'l'lON 
The performance of gas-co9led reactors is often limited by the heat 
transfer in the reactor core. One direct method for increasing the heat 
transfer rates is to raise the flow velocity; however, any gain is quickly 
2 
lost to the more rapid rise in pumping power. Hence, a more profitable 
approach lies in the search for ways to modify the flow and/or the sur-
face in order to enhance the heat transfer without an excessive increase 
in the pressure drop. Studies in these directions1 ' 2 have been underway 
at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory for several years, and a test facil-
ity has been developed capable of investigating the heat transfer behav-
ior of a variety of tube and rod surfaces in gaseous flow at pressures 
up to 1000 psig and temperatures up to about 1200°F. 
The objective of the present test was to study the heat transfer and 
pressure drop characteristics of specific enhanced heat transfer surfaces 
considered by General Atomics 3 for potential use in advanced fast 
gas-cooled reactors. Cylindrical rod surfaces, photoetched by GGA to pro-
duce external ribs, were to be tested in annular geometry using nitrogen 
gas at pressures up to 4oo psig as coolant, with surface temperatures to 
reach up to 1400°F at linear heat ratings up to three kW/ft. Under these 
conditions the nitrogen tests (expressed in terms of a nondimensional re-
lationship of the Nusselt modulus as a function of the Reynolds and 
Prandtl moduli), would simulate thermally and dynamically the heat trans-
fer and flow for high performance helium-cooled reactors that might 
operate in the pressure range from 1000 to 1200 psig with linear heat 
ratings up to 14 kW/ft and wall temperatures reaching 14Uo'''.J:i'. 
2. EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURF.8 
2.1 Test Facility 
A schematic arrangement o±' the test equipment tor uu~e- Ll11·uugl1 
operation with either helium or nitrogen gas at up to l~)U ps1g pressure 
is shown ~ n F:i.g. 2. 1. For clarity not all thermocouples are pictured.. 
In the present series of tests, the coolant was nitrogen gas supplied 
from a trailer truck that contained up to 2400 lbm at 1600 psig. 
The gas pressure in the flow channel was controlled by a pressure 
regulator located upstream of the gas preheater. Most of the runs were 
conducted at about 200 psig; a number of runs, primarily those at higher 
flow rates, were run at 400 psig. The gas flow rates were measured using 
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an ASME type orifice meter that had been calibrated over the range 0.01 
to 0.13 lb /sec at 200 psig nitrogen gas pressure using three Fisher-
m 
Porter rotameters. The rotameters in turn had been calibrated with a 
positive displacement meter that showed them to be accurate and precise 
to within ± 1%. The orifice meter pressure and the test channel pressure 
were obtained with a 0 to 2500 psig Heise gage. The pressure drop across 
the 0.437-in. ID sharp-edged orifice of the flowmeter and between the 
pressure taps along the heated length of the flow channel.was obtained 
with a Series 500 Exactel Servomanometer designed to measure pressure 
drops of up to 60 in. to within ± 0.004 in. over the full range of sys-
tem pressure. 
Downstream of the orifice meter the gas entered an ohmically heated 
preheater (150 kW capacity) connected to two saturable reactors in para-
llel, which supplied an alternating current at up to 30 V. The preheater 
exit temperature, which ranged from ambient up to 760oF, was measured by 
two chromel-alumel thermocouples.inserted into the gas stream. From the 
preheater, the gas flowed into the pressure shell that housed the test 
section. As shown in Fig. 2.2, each heater rod was located inside a flow 
shroud in concentric annular flow geometry. Streamlined centering spacers 
were brazed to .':·ach heater rod at 120-deg azimuthal intervals at the axial 
positions shown in Fig. 2.2. The test section was set vertically in order 
to minimize deflection of the heaters, Exam;i.pat;i,on of th~ h~ating r;;ur-
faces after completion of the tests gave no indication of misalignment. 
The shroud, depicted in Fig. 2. 3, consisted of a 304 SS tube·, 0. 600-in. -ID 
and 0.065-in.-wall thickness. Gas pressure drop measurements in the heated 
region were obtained :from 0. 030-in. -ID holes provided in the shroud wall at 
90-deg azimuthal intervals at each of four axial positions abreast of the 
heater rod thermocouples (see F'ig. 2. 2). 1'he pressure shell, depicted in 
Fig. 2.4, was designed to accommodate shrouds containing rod clusters 
with up to seven heaters. The void space between the flow shroud and 
the presslire shell and also the exterior surface of the pressure shell 
were insulated thermally with Kaowool. The coolant gas entered the 
pressure shell at four circumferential points 90 deg apart in order to 
promote azimuthal flow symmetry. The flow was dispersed further by a 
perforated baffle through which the gas passed before it entered the 
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annulus. The flow arrangement at the exit to the annulu:-.-.; was :olmllar. 
The exit region of the test assembly before the application of insula-
tion is depicted in Fig. 2 . 5 . Chromel-alumel thermocouples spotwelded 
to the exterior of the flow shroud and the pressure shell were used ·Lo 
obtain the temperatures needed to determine the heat loss to the environ-
ment. The gas exit temperature was measured with a sheathed chromel-
alumel thermocouple inserted into the flow downstream of a mixing sec-
tion to assure a good mixed mean temperature. 
Signals from the thermocouples employed in the test were displayed 
on four multipoint Bro-vm recorders and on two two-point line recorders. 
Electrical power for the heater rod was supplied from four stacked var-
iacs with a capacity of 24 kW a.L 200 volts ac. The voltage across the 
test section was measured with a Fluke digital voltmeter accurate to 
within + 0. 05%. 'l'he current was :read from a precision Weston ammeter 
accurate to within± 0 . 75% that was fed by a 20 :1 current transformer. 
2. 2 Heater Rods 
T:O.e heater rods manufactured4 by the Watlow Electric Manufacturing 
Company of St. Louis, Missuurl, were d1mens1ona.Lly protut yple uf uuclea.r 
fuel rods considered for use in advanc ed gas -cooled fast breeder reac -
tors . The 2-ft-long heated section consisted of a clos ely wound helical 
coil of Nichrome-V wire .Located concentrically wlLl1lu LlH= ::;o4 00 heater 
sheaths and separated from them by compacted boron nitride. Each end of 
the heating coil was connected to a 0 .125 -in.-OD copper l ead-in conductor. 
Eight sheathed and grounded type K chromel-alumel thermocouples of 0 . 020 
in. OD were located in four 0 .020 -in. by 0 . 020-in. axial grooves machined 
90 deg apart on the outer periphery of the 0 . 037-in.-thick inner sheath. 
The thermocouples were held in place by a 0. 012-in.-thick outer sheath 
swaged onto the inner sheath. The thermocouples were arranged to provi de 
two diametrically opposite measuring points at each of the four axial 
locations shown in Fig. 2 . 2 . Each pair of thermocouples was oriented 90 
deg apart azinrutha.lly i'rom the adjacent pair. The sheath thermueuupl e::; 
were located well within the heated length so that temperature measure-
ments would be unaffected by end losses. Examination of heater radio-
graphs revealed that the heater coil eccentricity did not exceed 0. 015 
in. and the variation in the number of coils per inch wa.:o generally 
9 
Fig. 2.5. View of test assembly in place. 
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less than ± l %; it was estimated Lhat these discrepancies would not per-
turb the uniformity of the heat flux significantly. The hP.at flux dis-
tribution of the heaters was also checked6 using a high-speed scanning 
infrared camera. In those tests an ele~tric current was passed through 
the heating coil under steady-state and transient conditions while the 
heater surface temperatures were scanned for nonuniformity. A heating 
current was also applied to the heater sheath during a transient test to 
determine local temperature peaks resulting from poor contact between 
the sheath and the boron nitride insulation. The results or· the scan-
ning tests suggested that the heat flux distribution of the heater rods 
would be satisfactory. 
Three heaters with dlf'ferent surfe:tc:es WeL'e tested. Heater rod A 
had a smooth exterior surface of 0. 30 2 in. OD. The surface of heater B 
depicted in Fig. 2 .6 was photoetched to within abou.t 2 in. of each end 
to produce helical fins 0 . 006 in. high and 0 .012 in. wide with a pitch 
of 0.072 in . and a helix angle of 37 deg. The fin dimensions were fairly 
uniform although the fillet radius at the fin base varied somewhat from 
place to :place. The etched surfaces did not appear as smooth as the 
original rod surface. This was confirmed with surface roughness measw.·~:::­
~ents ~erformed with a :profilometer, which showed a roughness of 40 to 
65 1-1rms for t h P. etched surfaces vs 15 to 20 !J.rms for the originaJ mrr-
face. 'l'he outside die:tmeLer uf Ll1e heater vrao 0 . 28<) in. e:x:C' l wilng t.hP. 
height of the fins. Heater C was roughened by the sctme Leclmique to pro-
duce fins of approximately the same height, width, and spacing, but in 
ring geometry lnstead of ct l1ellc:a.l L:onfiguro.tion. Ac depicted in li'i g . ? . 7, 
the degree of fin shape uniformity and surface roughnes s appears similar 
to those observed for heater B. The outside diameter was 0 . 288 in. 
2. 3 Test Conditions 
The testing program was designed to measure the heat transfer and 
:pressure drop characteristics of the ve:trlou.s surfaces under cteady-state 
conditions . Test conditions were considered sufficiently stable if sys-
tem temperatures and flow rates did not change more than about 1% while 
ll 
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the data were being recorded, involving a time period of five to ten min-
utes duration. Because of its mass and associated thermal inertia, the 
gas preheater required a two to three hour warmup period before stable 
operation could be achieved. The test sequence was planned to minimize 
the variation of gas inlet, gas outlet, and peak heater surface tempera-
tures between successive runs in order to reduce the time required to 
approach steady state. 
About 170 test runs were completed including 38 tests to determine 
heat losses and adiabatic pressure drops. The linear heat rates reached 
were 4.4, 6.7, and 6.8 kW/ft, respectively, for heaters A, B, and C. This 
was well below the peak design capability of 12 kW/ft available for tests 
possibly using helium gas as a coolant. The peak power delivered by the 
preheater was 21.1 kW; gas flow rates ranged from 0.01 to 0.2 lb /sec. 
m 
The Reynolds moduli reached up to 450,000 and heat fluxes reached values 
in excess of 300,000 Btu/hr•ft 2 at surface temperatures up to 1400°F. The 
test section gas exit temperature reached 1100°F and TjTb ranged from 
1.2 to 2.4. 
3. DATA REDUCTION AND TRANSFORMATIONS 
3.1 Heat Transfer Calculations 
A computer program written in FORTRAN IV and listed in Appendix A 
was used to analyze the heat transfer and pressure drop measurements 
obtained during the tests. For purposes of calculation, the test length 
was divided into seven axial segments. Tnree of these segments were 
located in the instrumented region of the heater rod with their boundaries 
coinciding with the heater thermocouple locations (see Fig. 2.2). 
The heat transfer computation was begun by performing a heat balance 
over the test section. The energy gained by the gas (as inferred from 
the gas flow and the gas temperature rise) and the heat lost through the 
insulation was summed and compared with the electrical energy supplied to 
the experiment. Runs with a discrepancy greater than 5% were discarded. 
The electrical conductivity of the Nichrome heating coil, and consequently. 
its heat generation rate, was assumed uniform along the heated length, 
introducing a potential error of less Lhan 0.7% in the value of the heat 
flux. The rate of gas energy gain in each segment was calculated from: 
(3.1) 
where Qe is the rate of electrical heat generation and Q~ is the loss 
through the insulation. The gas enthalpy rise was calculated from: 
Q)W' g (~.2) 
where W is the mass :now rate. The local gas enthalpies w·ere de'Lermlueu 
by adding the enthalpy rise in each segment. The local gas pressure was 
calculated from measurements in the flow channel assuming linear pressure 
variation, thus determining the gas state in each segment. The properties 
of nitrogen gas were computed from two computer subprograms, TABHP and 
TABTP taken from Ref. 6. 
The heater sheath temperatures were measured by thermocouples located 
in the inner sheath. The outer surface temperatures were then determined 
by calculating the radial temperature gradient assuming a uniform heat 
flux. The thermal conductivity of the sheath material was based on the 
local temperature. 
Having determined the local gas and surface temperatures as well as 
the local gas energy gain, the calculation of heat transfer coefficients 
and various nondimensional groupings was straightforward. 
3.2 Friction Factor Calculations 
For analyzing the pressure drop measurements, each test section was 
analyti~ally divided into three segments with boundaries defined by the 
location of the pressure taps as shown in .lt'ig. 2. 2. 
The computer calculations of the experimental friction factors and 
associated parameters used gas properties obtained in the heat transfer 
analysis. The observed pressure drops were corrected to remove contribu-
tions from changes in axial flow velocity. Accelerations were due to 
changes in gas density and in channel flow area; thus: 
15 
.6.P = .6.P - .6.P - .6.P friction measured density flow area (3.3) 
The pressure drop due to density change was calculated by Eq. (3.4) taken 
from Ref. 7: 
&density 
G2 (1 1 \ =----., 
gc P2 P1, 
(3.4) 
where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the entrance and exit, respectively, 
of the region considered. Slight changes in channel flow area were 
caused by diametral (<0.004 in.) shrinkage of the flow shroud at the pres-
sure taps during fabrication. The corresponding pressure drops were cal-
culated as follows from Ref. 7: 
.6.P flow area (3.5) 
where P,_ and ~ are the cross-sectional areas preceding and following the 
area change. 
The Blasius friction factor was determined from: 
f (3. 6) 
Here V is the average gas bulk velocity in the segment under considera-
tion and X is the axial position along the heater rod where the sub-
scripts 1 and £correspond to the entrance and exit of a segment. Follow-
ing the recommendations of Ref. ~ the gas properties entering into the 
friction factor f and the modified Reynolds modulus Re1 were evaluated at 
an effective temperature T1 given by: 
(3.7) 
The value of B = 0.05 was selected by trial and error to remove data scat-
ter resulting from temperature dependent gas property variations. 
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3.3 Transformations 
The measurements obtained in these tests reflect the influence of 
both the rod surface and the shroud surface. Thus, for example, increas-
ing the roughness of the rod surface would improve the measured heat trans-
fer coefficient while the friction factor would increase a relatively 
small amount since the character of most of the wetted perimeters, namely 
the shroud surface, has not changed. Consequently, it would be incorrect 
to apply the average heat transfer coefficients and friction factors 
obtained f'rom an annulus experiment to a bundle type reactor f'uel element 
in which most of the surface would be roughened, and it becomes necessary 
to separate the contributions from the component surfaces. In recent 
years, most of the methods to accomplish this separation have relied on 
the principle of a transformation due to Hall. 9 These methods have made 
use of a surface of zero shear for separating the properties of the rough 
and the smooth surfaces, but they differ in the method for locating it. 
With the present state of knowledge, experimental measurements are re-
quired to locate the zero-shear surface precisely; however, these measure-
ments are difficult to perform, and a number of simplified methods have 
been used to estimate the surface's position. 
In the present study a Hall-type transformation recommended by 
Markoczyl 0 on the basis of experimental verification in Ref. 11 was used 
to remove the effect of the shroud surface upon the Stanton modulus and 
the friction factors of the rod heaters; Additionally, this particular 
transformation should allow direct comparison in the future with heat 
transfer tests on similar surfaces underway at the Eidg. Institut fur 
Reaktorforschung in Wurenlingen, Switzerland. In the t:r,ansfo;rwation .• tbe 
annulus is assumed to consist of two concentric flow regions separated 
by an adiabatic zero-shear surface, a~ depicted in Fig. 3.1. Below are 
listed some of the assumptions used in the development of the friction 
factor and Stanton modulus transformations. 
1. The axla.l p:re::;s ure drop 1~:; uniform in the flow regions. 
2. The surface heat flux is uniform and the fluid temperature pro-
files are fully developed, thus aT/OX is constant. 
3. The fluid properties are independent of radial position. 
17 
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4. The effective conductivity, K, of the gas in the turbulent region 
is independent of the radial temperature distribution. 
5. The surfaces of zero shear and maximum velocity coincide. This 
ignores radial velocity components that are probably minor. 
6. The rod surface heat flux q is identical for the experimental and 
. . 
transformed cases, thus, q = q .. 
J. 
7. For the transformed case there is no momentum or heat transport 
across the surface of zero shear. 
8. There is no interaction between the velocity and the temperature 
tlistribution. 
9. The average velocities in the inner and the outer' channel are the 
same, thus V. = V = V. 
J. e 
The actual test conditions probably do not satisfy the stipulated 
physical conditions. However, this does not detract from the usefulness 
of the approach, since it leads to relatively simple analytical solutions 
to complex problems, providing a convenient method for correlating and 
applying a variety of experimental data on rod-type heat transfer surfaces. 
3.3.1 Friction Factor Transformation 
The subscript i has been used to identify the inner channel while e 
designates the outer channel; nonsubscripted symbols refer to the entire 
flow area. Under the i"irst assumption: 
Thus, under Assumptions (3) 
and 
oP oP. 
ox -
ox 
and (9) 
J. 
-
one 
Dl . u 
fe Dhe 
--
oP 
e (3.8) 
ox 
obtains: 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
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As indicated in Fig. 3.1, the hydraulic diameters of the various flow chan-
nels are given by the expressions: 
Dh = 2(r - r ) ; 
. e o 
Defining: 
4A D - -· h p ' 
and 
2(r2 - r~) 
0 J.. 
D -h. 
J.. 
A 
* = ~. A - ' 
A 
r. 
J.. 
4A. 
J.. 
--
pi 
* p 
p 
e 
p 
-
one can obtain from Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10): 
f. 
J.. 
f 
* 1-A 
*' l- p 
f * e A 
*. 
f p 
4A 
e 
r 
e 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
( 3. 13) 
From the definition of the Reynolds modulus and Assumptions (3) and (9), 
it follows that: 
Rc. 
J.. 
Re 
Substituting Eqs. (3.9) and 
Re. 
J.. 
Re 
Assuming that the friction 
repre::H::!uLeu uy: 
and taking Eq. (3.13) into 
Dhi. Ro Dhe e 
D ' - Dh h Re 
(3. 10)' respectively, one obtains: 
f. Re 
..2:. and~= 
f Re 
f 
e 
f 
factor of the smooth outer channel can be 
f c Ren 
e e 
account it follows that: 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
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* 
f = C Re~ ~ , 
e A 
and 
Re f * e e A 
- -
* Re f p 
Letting f be the friction factor for the entire flow ~hann.e.l s 
surfaces at a Reynolds modulus of Re, one obtains 
Substituting Eq. (3.18), it follows that: 
* n.nrl nn1 \fill~ :f1:1:L" /\ : 
* A 
f 
f 
s 
* n-1 (~\, *) p 
* (~) 1/ (n-1) 
p \f 
s 
Combining Eqs. (3.13) and (3.21) one obtains: 
1'. 1 _ P* (1'/±' ) 1 I ( ,,.--J) ~ - ----~----~s~----­
* f 1- p 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
with smooth 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
Here 1'. is the friction factor for a rnd surface surrounded by a flnw 
l 
annulus, which in turn is bounded by a zero-shear surface at r . In 
0 
principle these values no longer reflect the influence of the outer wall 
of the test annulus, thus allowing comparison with and application to 
other flow geometries that have been similarly transformed. 
If the friction factor, f , is known, the position of the surface s . 
of zero shear can be computed from (3.21): 
21 
r = )r2 -(r -r.) r ( f/ f ) 1/ ( n-1) 
0 e e 1 e s 
(3. 23) 
For smooth surfaces this reduces to: 
r =Jr. r 
0 l e 
(3.24) 
3.3.2 Stanton Modulus Transformation 
3.3.2.1 Hall-Type Transformation. The ratio of the Stanton modulus 
transformed for a rod, St., to that observed for tests with annular geome-
l 
try, St, is given by:11 
where 
and 
St. 
l 
St 
¢ (r /r.) 
e 1 · 
¢(r/r.) 
0 l 
(Tw - Tb) k fi V 
8 \) q 
- ----------------~---------
(
tiT k f. V ) ¢ (r /r.) 
___ __:l:__ 1 e 1 + 1 8 v q - P (ro/ri) 
[(r /r. ) 2 - 1]2 
e 1 
( r /r. )4 
e 1 
[ l.tf),, ( .l" / .l'. ) - 3 J + 4 
e 1 
(:r- /r. )~ - 1 
e 1 
[(r /r. ) 2 - 1]2 
0 l 
(ro/r i )4 [4P;71 (r /r.) - 3] + 4 (r /r. ) 2 - 1 
.. 0 l 0 l 
(3. 25) 
(3.26) 
(3. 27) 
Tlie radius r of the zero-shear surface in Eq. (5.25) was obtained from 
0 
Eqs. (3.23) and (3.24). The rod surface heat flux, the effective turbu-
lent conductivity of the gas, and the average gas flow velocities are the 
same for the transformed and experimental case in accordance with Assump-
tions 6, 8, and 9. The velocity was assumed constant across the flow 
channel except in the sublayer at ·the wall. 
22 
3.3.2.2 Wilkie's Transformation. An alternative transformation for 
the Stanton modulus is one recommended by Wilkie12 for square and other 
rib profiles: 
St. 
l 
-- = 
St 
1.61- 0.8 A./A . 
l 
(3.28) 
Here A. is the cross-sectional flow area between the rod surface and the 
)_ 
zero-shear diameter D
0
. In the present analysis, D~ was obtained from 
Eq. (].2]). Equation (].28) is an empirical relationship based on over 
200 experimental points, and it applies to annuli with a smooth to rough 
perimeter ratio of about 2, to gases with Pr = 0.7, and T~T0 between 
1.19 and 1.25. Equation (3.28) was therefore judged applicable to the 
subject tests. 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIO:'il" 
Before entering the test annulus, the coolant gas traverses a 45-
diam-long unheated entrance region, sufficient13 for the velocity profile 
to approach full development. The pressure drop measurements within the 
heated length were made at points beyond the rod centering spacers, at 
least 40 diameters into the heated region. Entrance length data for the 
±'low o±' air in tubed- 4 suggests this to be adequate to establish ther-
mally and hydrodynamically developed flow. This expectation was con-
firmed by local friction factors, which were observed to be generally 
uniform. Pressure drop results for isothermal and heated tests are 
shown in terms of the annulus friction factor f, Eq. (3. 6), in Fig. 4.1. 
Use of Eq. (3.7) to determine the gas properties removed data scatter due 
to temperature dependent properties, Also depicted is a friction factor 
relationship recommended by Knudsen and Katz16 for· smooth annuli: 
f = 0.2052 Re-0 • 2 , (4.1) 
23 
showing reasonably good agreement. EIR16 results obtained with air at 
low pressure for r /r. = 2.09 at relatively low Re values agree quite well. 
e J. 
The present results for a smooth annulus are well represented by: 
f = 0.118 Re-0 " 166 (4.2) 
The largest friction factors were obtained for the surface with ring-type 
ribs while the rod with helical ribs gave values about midway between 
smooth and ring-type rib results. It can be seen in Fig. 4.1 that as the 
effective surface roughness increases, the friction factors show dimin-
ished dependence on the Reynolds modulus. This behavior is consistent 
with that observed for flows inside of roughened tubes. 17 
Figure 4.2 depicts the isothermal and the heated rod friction fac-
tors f., as calculated by Eq. (3.6) and transformed by Eq. (3.22) to 
J. 
remove the effect of the annulus outer wall. Good agreement with Wilkie's 
isothermal data18 for smooth rods is apparent in Fig. 4.2. It will be 
noted that rod friction factors exceed the annulus friction factors of 
Fig. 4.1 by about 50% for the helical ribs and 9rf/o f'or the transverse 
ribs, indicating that in this instance, the transformation had a signifi-
cant effect on the magnitude of the roughened rod friction factors. 
Friction factors for the annulus with only smooth surfaces were not 
l!lH:t.Ugt:!U uy Lhe trO.l'l3formo.tion oinoe in thit> im:t.FI.n~P. f/f = 1.0 per 
Eq. (3.22). 
At a Reynolds modulus of 100,000 the friction factors for the 
helical- and ring-ribbed rods exceeded the smooth rod values by about 115 
and 260% respectively. The roughened rod friction fa~tors showed less 
dependence on the Reynolds modulus than the corresponding annulus values; 
this is to be expected since the rod values apply to surfaces roughened 
over thei:r P.nti.re area and thus characterized by an increased average 
roughness. 
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4.2 Heat Trau::;fer Results 
The heater rod temperatures were measured in a region extending from 
40 to 80 diameters into the heated length. The heat transfer results pre-
sented are based on the average temperature of a 3-in.-long segment ex-
tending from 18 to 21 in. (60 to 70 hydraulic diameters) from the start 
of the heated length. The total entrance length was 113 hydraulic diame-
ters (of which 45 diameters were unheated) sufficient according to smooth. 
tube flow data14 to establish a fully developed temperature profile. This 
was validated by heat transfer measurements ~xt~nding from 40 Lo 70 
hydraulic diameters into the heated length, Which showed an approach to 
uniform heat transfer coefficient values. 
Annulus Stanton moduli for the three test surfaces are depicted in 
Fig. 4.3 plotted against the bulk Reynolds modulus; also shown are 
Kays' 19 results fo~ smooth annuli that lie about 2o% above the present 
smooth surface data. EIR's smooth surface results16 for Re <50,000 lie 
about 35% above the present results. Figure 4.4 shows the results trans-
formed by Eq. (3.25) into rod geometry. Also depicted are some of 
Wilkie' s18 results for gaseous heat transfer. The solicl line, represent-
ing his Stanton moduli for transverse ribs with a pitch to height ratio 
of 12 and a height to equivalent diameter ratio of 0.0106 (matching the 
subject test parameters), lies about 25% above the present results. Good 
agreement with Wilkie's smooth rod results (the dashed line in Fig. 4.4) 
is evident. 
The data scatter of Figs. 4. :) and 4. 4 was diminished considerably 
when those results were expressed in terms of ¢(st), Figs. 4.5 and 4.6 
w11f.r.e: 
(1.1·. 3) 
This form follows the recommendation of Kays; 20 a value of n = 0.1 
limited the annulus data scatter due to temperature dependent property 
variations to a range of about ± 5%, compared to about ± 10% for the 
Stanton modulus values. Data consistency was even better for the rod 
results, which show a scatter of only about 4% in Fig. 4.6 for ratios of 
wall-to-gas temperature ranging up to 2.4, and Reynolds moduli from about 
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16,000 to 450,000, Relative to a smooth surface at constant Reynolds 
modulus, the heat transfer coefficient of the transversely ribbed rod was 
from 92 to 102% better in the Reynolds modulus range from 60,000 to 
300,000. The corresponding improvement for the spiral ribs ranged from 
63 to 71%. 
The sensitivity of the roughened rod heat transfer results to the 
transformation method employed is apparent in Fig. 4. 7_, which is based 
on Wilkie's12 transformation, Eq. (3.28). It will be noted that the per-
formance of the smooth and of the spirally ribbed rods differs little 
from that obtained with the Hall-type10 transformation, Fig. 4.6; how-
ever, the transverse ribs, Fig. 4.7, showed ¢(St) values about 10% lower 
than were obtained with the Hall-type transformation. Relative to a 
smooth surface at constant Reynolds modulus, the transversely ribbed rod 
showed a superiority of 68 to 86% over Reynolds modulus values between 
60,000 and 300,000. The corresponding values for the spiral ribs were 54 
to 67%. 
4.3 Comparison with Other Results 
A comparison was made with some of EIR's preliminary heat transfer 
and pressure drop results 21 for photoetched spiral and transverse ribs 
that were tested using air at about two atmospheres. Also included were 
some of Wilkie's data for gaseous heat transfer with rectangular trans-
verse ribs. The characteristics of the various surfaces are listed in 
Table 4.1, showing that the ratio of rib height to rod diameter for the 
EIR tests was about 14% smaller than for the ORNL tests; other minor dis-
crepancies involve the ratio of rib height to width and the ratio of rod-
to-shroud diameter. 
The test results are summarized in Fig. 4.8 in terms of f./f. th 
l l smoo 
plotted against St./St. th for aRe value of 100,000. The EIR values 
l l smoo 
are also bas~J on the transformation expressed in Eq. (3.25); ho-wever, 
their transverse rib results show slightly better heat transfer perfor-
mance than the corresponding present test results. EIR's spiral rib per-
formance, on the other hand, approaches that of the current tests. Use 
of Wilkie's Eq. (3. 28) to transform the ORNL results reduces the Stanton 
' 
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Table 4.1. Characteristics of Rod Roughnesses 
Rod 0[ Rib Heii.ght Rib Width Pitch Rib Pitch Rib Width Rib Height Identification T:llle (in.) (in.) (in.) (in.) r/ri Rib Height Rib Height OD 
EIR :Ref. 21) Spiral ribs 0.338 O.OD6 0.014 0.072 12.0 2.3 0.018 l. 63, 2.09, l.Al 34 deg helix and 2.56 l.Al 
EIR :Ref. 21) Iransverse ribs 0.338 0.0)6 0.018 0.072 12.0 3.0 0.018 l. 63, 2.09, 
and 2. 56 
Pres :nt results Spiral ribs 0.289 0.0)6 0.012 0.072 12.0 2.0 0.0208 2.07 
Pres:nt results Iransverse ribs 0.288 0.0)6 0.012 0.072 12.0 2.0 0.0208 2.07 
Wilkie (Ref. 18) Iransverse ribs 1.87 12.0 l. 91 
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moduli for the transverse ribs by about CJ'/o below values based on the Hall-
type transformation, placing the performance of this surface about 20% 
below the EIR results. Wilkie's19 result for square ribs. obtained using 
a Hall-type transformation based on actual velocity and temperature dis-
tribution measurements appears consistent with EIR' s data extrapolated to 
higher f./ f. th values. 
l l smoo 
There are a number of factors that may have contributed to the dis-
crepancies between the various experiments. The contours produced by 
photoetching are difficult to define precisely because the resulting ribs 
are not strictly rectangular and thus close matching of the EIR and ORNL 
results to Wilkie's data for rectangular ribs is not to be expected. 
Slight differences in rib shape or the surface finish of the heater rod 
on the flow shroud, or perhaps variances in the experimental conditions, 
may have contributed to the discrepancies between EIR and ORNL results. 
Additional uncertainties introduced by the transformations employed in 
data analysis are difficult to assess from the limited number of test 
geometries used in the present tests. 
In summary, it appears that the subject tests are reasonably consis-
tent with EIR's preliminary results; further, the tests provide useful 
data on the relative performance of the two roughnesses examined. In 
terms of the pressure drop and heat transfer parameters of Fig. 4.8, the 
heat transfer performance of transverse ribs is somewhat poorer than sug-
gested by previous results. 21 
5. SURFACE EFFECTIVENESS 
The performance evaluation of enhanced heat transfer surfaces should 
consider the heat transfer capability as well as the flow resistance of 
a particular design. A performance criterion suggested by Bergles 22 com-
pares the heat transfer coefficient at a given pumping power for an 
enhanced surface to that of a smooth surface requiring the same pumping 
power. In the present comparison, it was assumed that the hydraulic 
diameter, and the average fluid and wall temperatures were identical for 
the enhanced and the smooth rod. The experimental friction factors and 
heat transfer coefficients were transformed to rod geometry by the methods 
described in Chapter 3. 
The effectiveness E can be written as: 
h. 
E ~ at constant pumping power 
hi smooth' 
( 5. l) 
If E is greater than 1.0 the surface is attractive. The pumping power 
requirements for the roughened rods were based on the experimentally 
determined friction factors. For the hypothetical smooth rod in the r.om-
parison, a flow rate was chosen that required the identical pumping 
power. Friction factors for the smooth rod were obtained from Eq. (4.2). 
The results shown in Table 5. l indicate that the transformation 
methods used in the analysis have some influence on the magnitude of E, 
particularly for transversely ribbed rods; the Hall-type transformation 
consistently resulted in an effectiveness higher than that obtained with 
Wilkie's transformation. On an overall basis, and bearing in mind the 
Table 5.1. Surface Effectiveness 
Re X 103 60 100 200 300 4oo 
Trans format ion 
Effectiveness Eq_. (3.25) l. 36 l. 38 l. 41 l. 43 
spiral ribs Transformation 
Eq. (3. 28) 1. JO 1 . Ji' l. JJ l. 36 
Effectiveness Tra.nsformation Eq. (3. 25) l. 36 l. 39 1.40 l. tl2 l.)·IJ transverse Transformation 
:!:'ill::; Eq. (3. 28) 1.18 l. 22 l. 26 l. 30 l. 31 
uncertainties in the results, it appears that the effectiveness of the 
spiral ribs equals that of the transverse ribs. Compared to smooth sur-
faces, the enhanced surfaces showed that performance improved by 18 to 
37 
43% at constant pumping power over the range of Reynolds moduli investi-
gated. The influence of variation in Reynolds modulus on the effective-
ness is minor, generally showing a slight increase in E as Re rises from 
6o,ooo to 4oo,ooo. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
The heat transfer and pressure drop results obtained with photoetched 
ribbed rods showed that relative to a smooth rod, helical ribs increased 
the heat transfer coefficient at Re 100,000, in the range from 50 to 
65%, depending upon the data analysis method used. The corresponding 
improvements for transverse ribs ranged from 76 to 93%. The associated 
friction factor increases amounted to 115 to 260%, respectively, for the 
spiral and transversely ribbed surfaces. These conclusions are necessar-
ily tentative because of uncertainties inherent in the methods employed 
to transform the annulus experimental results into a form applicable to 
rod surfaces. Greater confidence is held in the performance of the 
spiral ribs relative to that of the transverse ribs. The results indi-
cate that in terms of an effectiveness E at constant pumping power the 
two surfaces perform about equally well. 
Reasonably good agree~ent was obtained with preliminary EIR21 results 
at Re = 100,000 for somewhat similar photoetched rod surfaces when the 
same transformation was applied to both sets of data. Here the present 
results showed performance about equal to that cited in Ref. 21 for heli-
cal ribs and slightly poorer for the transverse ribs. 
For application to multirod arrays, helical ribs may be preferred 
over transverse ribs, sin2e the swirl flow induced by the former may pro-
mote interchannel mixing. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 
Flow area normal to tube axis 
Constant 
Specific heat 
Flow channel hydraulic diameter 
Effectiveness, h./h. th at constant pumping power 
~ ~ smoo 
Blasius friction factor 
Fric:tion factor for smooth annulus 
I'J;oportionality constant relating force to the product 
of mass and acceleration 
Mass velocity. 
Heat transfer coefficient 
Thermal conductivity 
Effective gas thermal conductivity 
Pt!L'lmt! L t!r 
Pressure 
Prandtl modulus, 
c ;..t 
_.E._ 
k 
~. HP.at flux 
Qe Total electrical heat generation rate 
Qg Total ro.tc of hco.t tro.nofcr to gac 
Q£ Total rate of heat transfer to insulation 
r 
v 
v 
w 
X 
Radius 
Reynolds modulus, pVD 
J.L 
Modified Reynolds modulus based on bulk velocity and 
properties evaluated at TT' pi VD/p 1 
Local Stanton moduluo,_£_ C G 
Temperature, 0 R · P 
Bulk gas temperature., 0 R 
Rod surface temperature, oR 
Characteristic fluid temperature, 0.05 (Tw- Tb) + 
Tb, OR 
Velocity 
Average velocity 
Mass rate of flow 
Axial position along length of annulus 
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Greek Symbols 
¢(st) 
Subscripts 
1 
2 
i 
e 
0 
s 
Thickness of laminar sub layer 
Enthalpy r.ise 
Pressure drop 
Temperature drop 
Turbulent diff'usivity of heat 
Kin emetic viscosity 
Fluid viscosity 
Fluid viscosity based on T1 
Bulk density based on Tb 
Bulk density based on T1 
Wall shear stress 
Nondimensional function of local Stanton modulus 
E~trance 
Exit 
Inner flow channel 
Outer flow channel 
Zero shear surface 
Smooth surface 
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**fTN,L,E,I'I,G. 
C PROGRAM GAS~TR2 FOR REDUCING HEAT TRANSFER AND PRESSOFE DROP DATA 
C FROI'I GASEOUS PLOW TFSTS I~ ANNULAR GECI'IETFY 
DI!'!ENSION 'fA{10),Y{10),X{10), Tlii{1C),TiE{10),TT(10), 
1TT A { 10) , X D ( 1 0) , XP t ( 10) , F ( 1 0) , D H (1 0) , P B { 10) , RCC [ C1 0) , FP T ( 1 0) • 
2 S N ( 1 00) , D IJ ( 10 0) , H { 10) , TG B ( 1 0) , RHO GAS ( 1 0) , SPECHT (1 0) ,COD (1 0) , 
3VSC(10) ,THS(10) ,HRAC("IO),HTC(10) ,ST{10) ,OSS(1C) ,F.E(10),TRAT(10) • 
IIPR (1 0), FEEST { 10), FHOSS (10) ,TGTAP {10) ,AF {10) ,lPE'I (10) ,TEFF (10), 
5 RHO F:P l' ( 10) , V S C F.P F ( 1 C) , J> FA ( 1 0) , R F.F A ( 1 0) , 'IS E ( 1 0) , R FLO I ( 10) , F PH (1 0) • 
fi D Z ER 0 ( 1 0) , S T H ( 1 0) , REP 'l ( 10) , BE Z ( 1 0) , D U ( 10) , P P S ( 1 C) , PP' U (50) , 
7REFA A (50), J>FIIA (50), FEFZA (50), PEES'IA (50) ,HA (5C) ,l'EESTH (50), 
8FSTH A (50), BEZi\ (50) , HSA (50) 
C FUNCTION STATEI'IENT FOR TH!RI'IAL CONDOC'IIVITY 
TCO(A) = 8.5 + .OCII161 * ll 
K = 0 
READ A, (SN (I) ,DU (I) ,I= 1,25) 
S !lEAD(50,A,END = 500) (Sii(t),DO(I),I= 26.t:O) 
fl FOR:1AT(5{IJ,F10.0,21}) 
K = K + 1 
C HEATER DIA, = OD, INCHES 
CC= DU(19) 
C SHROUD ID = SD,INCRP.~ 
SC = DU(20) 
C OUTR SHEATH THICKNESS 
CT = DU(21) 
D 0 2 0 0 ·I = . 1 , 1 0 
200 X(T) = DU(I) 
DO 201 I = 2,7 
201 Y(I) = DU(T + 9) 
DO 202 I= 1,8 
Tlii(I) = DU(I t 26) 
202 TT(I) = DU(I t 311) 
DO 2011 I= 1,11 
P(I) = DO(t + 112) 
204 DH (I) = DU (I t 55) 
CALC SF.GI'IEiiT PARA~F.TERS 
Cl' ,INCHES 
C YB = DISTANCE TO SEGI'IENT I'IID LENGTH 
10 
YB(1) = (Y (B) +X (2) )I 2. 
CO 10 I= 2,6 
YA{I) = ( Y(I + 1) + Y(l)) I 2. 
YB(7) = ( X(9) + Y(7)) I 2. 
YB(6) = ( XC10) + X(9) ) I 2. 
CAL<;: ROt Sf.f11HNT T FNHTS XD , IN. 
50 
ID(1) = Y(2) - X(2) 
DO 50 I= 2,6 
X D (I) = Y (I+ 1 ) - Y ( 1) 
XD(7) = 1(9) -Y(7) 
CALC PRESS DROP SEGI'IEHT LFNGTH~ 
XPL(1) = X('i) - X(3) 
XPL(2) = X (6) - X (5) 
XPL(3) = 1(8)- X(6) 
C TVB = SEGI'IENT TIJBE OC 'IEI'IP DEG. P 
TGRAD = (TW(5) + 'lli(6) -TW(3) -Ti(I!))I(~.•(X(7)-J(4))) 
'IWB(1) = 't'W(2) 
DO 2 0 I= 2 ,ll 
20 TVB(I) = ( TV(J) + 'IW(4)) I 2. + TGRAD • (YB{I)- 1(4) 
C TTB = AVG THERI'IOCOUPIE 'IP.I'IP fO~ SP.G"FNT,tEC J 
TTB(3) = ( TT(1) + TT(2) + TT(3) + T'l(ll)) I II. 
TTB(II) = ( TT(J) + 'IT(4) + T'I(S) + TT(6)) I Cl. 
TTD(S)"' ITT(~) t 'IT{6) + 'IT(7) + TT(B)) 1 il. 
CALCULATE TAP ANC SEG"ENt PRESSURES, PSIG 
C ASSU~E HG AT M~NOMETER PP.J>ERENCE TEI'If. = 6e CF.G f 
SFGRHG = 13.546 
DO 30 I = 2 ,II 
30 P(I) = P(I -1) - SFGRHG * 62.44 * DH(l -1) I 172e. 
C PB = AVG SEG"ENT PRESSURE FSIG 
PB(2) P(1) + (P(3)- P(4)) *(Y{3)- lll(2) 
PB(1) PB(2) + (F(3)- P(4)) *(Y(.l) -YE(2) 
PB(3) = P(1) - (P(1) ·• P(2) )* (YE(3) -Y(3)) 
)I (Y(6) - !(5) ) 
) I (Y(6) - Y(S) ) 
llY(4) -!(3) ) 
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P8(4) P(2) -(P(2) -P(J) )•(!8(4) -Y(II) )/ (1(!:) -1(4) ) 
P8(5) P(J) -(P(J) -"(4)) •(Y8(5) -Y(5) )/ (Y(6) -!(5)) 
Pf!(6) P(4) -(P(3) - P(4)) •(YE(6) -Y(6)) /(1(6)- !(5)) 
Pf!(7) P(4) -(P(3) -P(4) )•(18(7) -!(6)) /(1(6) -Y(S)) 
C PX2 = PRFSS AT X(2) 
PX2 = P(1) +(P(J) -P('~)) •(!(3) -1(2)) /(Y(6) -1('5)) 
C PX9 = PBF.SS AT X(q) 
pxq = P(4) -( P(J) -P(4)) •(X(9) -Y(6) )/(Y(6)- Y(S)) 
CALCULATE PLOWRATE lBS/SEC = fOW 
PORf'2 = DU (47) 
DRORf = DU (4fl) 
C ORTFICE DP = DPORP IN PSI 
CPORP = OHORF • SFGRHG •62.44 /1728. 
PORP1 = PORP2 + DPORP 
TGR = DU (49) 
CALL TP(TGR.PORP1.s~.W.GA.WY.WW.xx.zz.OQ) 
!iHOOBP .- 1./ V 
C SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO = SP~RAT 
SPHRA'l' = CA 
C DORG = ORIFICE DIA. (Il'l) 
C DISCHARGE COEFPT I SCRT(1.- 8ETA••II) = QUAl 
OCRP = DU (')0) 
QIIAY = flU I'll) 
X1 = (PORF1- PORf:.C) / (()ORPl + 1~.7) 
C PDA = PIPP. DIA. (IN) 
PDA = CU(18) 
EF.TA = CORF I PDA 
Y1 = 1. -(.41 +.3~ • BETA .. 4.) •(11 I ~PRRAT 
C PLOW = POll 
FOil " • 52"i •QIIAY •Y 1 •DORI" •DORP •SORT (liRCORP • tPORP) 
C FLOW AREA = PAR.SC PT 
FAR" 3.1415 •cso •so -co•oo) /(4. • 144.) 
C GEE = ~ASS PLOWRATE l8S./ SQ. FT. SEC. 
GFE = FOil I FAR 
SQG = GEE •GF.P. 
CALC REAT LOSS PRO~ SHRCOt PO~ SEG~ENTS TARO 7= HCO~t.BTO / RR 
C TV1 = PRESSURE SHELL TE"P. DEG F 
TV1 = DU (2fi) 
CO 4 0 I = 1. 7 
!10 tiCOD(J) = .014 • XDCI) •1 TIIB(I) - TV1 ) 
CALCUL ATE HEATER INPUT FCR EACH S~GHENT = EP1.BTU 1 H~ 
C EV = HEATER VOLTAGE 
CORR = A~P ERAGE 
EV = DO (53) 
CORR = DO (54) 
tO 6 0 I = 2 • 6 
60 EPT (I) = 3. 4122 • F.V " CURR •xo (I) I (Y C7) -Y (2) ) 
EPT(7) "'0. 
ClL~ GAS TE~P FOR F.ACH SEG"ENT.PIBST GET ENTHALPY AT J(2) R 
C ASSO~E GAS TP."P. AT X(2) ~ 1W(2) 
TGAS7. = T!i(2l 
CAlL TP(TGAS2.PX2.HGAS.VV.bd.~S.TTT,RR 0 li.Zi) 
H (1) = IlGAS 
H(2) = R(1) + (EPT(2)- HCOD(2) )/ ( 2. • fOV • 3600.) 
CO 7 0 I = 1. 7 
7 0 R (I) ::: H (I- 1) + ( E PT ( T) • F. PT (I- 1) - RCO D (I) - RCC 1J (I- 1) ) 1 f 2. • f' 011• J 6 00.) 
IJO 75 I"' 2.7 
FGAS = P8 (I) 
HGAS = H (I) 
CALL HP(HGAS.PGAS.AA.!TT2.v.cc.oot.EE.G~G.HH.UO.VV.XX) 
TGB (I) = T1T2 
C TGR = SEG~RNT 6ULK GAS T!~f 
RAOGAS(I) = 1. I 'i 
SPECHT (I) = DI:D 
CCC {I) = GGG 
75 VSC (I) = RH 
CRHOGAS= LES/CU FT SPECA1 =810/DEG P Lf! COD ETU;FT SEC DEG P 
C VSC = LBS I PT SEC 
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CALC HEAT BALANCE BETWEEN X(2) AND X19).GET E~TRALPY AT 1(9) 
CALL TP(TWI7) .PX9.RGAs.vv.uu.sS.TTT.RR.Y1.ZZ) 
R (8) = HGAS 
AF.GAS = ( H(A) - R(1) ) • POW • 3600. 
C AP.GAS = GAS P.NERGY r.AIN BTU/ HR 
C ENERGY LOSS FRO~ TUBE EETWEEN 1(2) AND 1(9) SRCO[ 
SHCO C = 0. 
DO 80 I= 1.7 
AO SHCOD = HCOD (I) + SRCOD 
C RERROR = PERCFNT ERRO" IN HEAT BALANCE 
EPOT = J.q122 • EV • CURR 
HERROR = (F.PIIT - SHCOD -AEGAS) • 100. I EPUT 
CALC TE~P DIPP BFTWWFEN REATE~ SURFACE AND TC ASSU"IRG J!JNCT AT TC CL 
C TD = DIA AT HEATER TC CIP.CIE,IN 
TO= OD-2.•( .01 + CT) 
DO 1 00 I = J, 5 
1SS = 'ITR(I) 
100 TH~ (I) =TTB {I) -12. • (EPT (I) •HOG (ODITD)) I (TCO (TSS) •3. 14 1*1D (I) •2.) 
C TRS = HEATER SURFACE 1E"P tEG P 
CALC. ROD SEG"ENT RADIANT HRAT TRANSPP.R FOR GRAY ENCLCSURE E""· ~.5 
t::o 90 I= 3,5 
C090 = ((THS(I) +460.)/100. ) .. q.-((TIII!(I)+ 460.)1100.)*•4. 
90 HRAD (I) = .1415 • CD * ID(I) •.4 •.111 • C090 1144. 
C EQUIV DIA = DEQ 
DEQ = so - on 
CALC SEG"ENT PAR~ETERS HTC ~ HEAT TRANSFER CCEPP1 BTU1HB SQ PT DEG P 
DO 110 I= J.S 
RFLUX(I)=( EPT(I) -HRAD(I) ) • 144./ ( 3.11115 *OD*ID(I)) 
HTC(I) = HJ'LUX(I) I ( THS(I) - TGB(I) ) 
C NOSSELT= OSS.ST=STAN10R.RE=REYNOLDS.TRAT=Ti/TB.PB=EFANDTL 
ST(I) = HTC(I) /( 5FECR1(I) • GEE • 360C.) 
OSS(I) = HTC(I) • DEQ /I q3200.• COD(I)) 
RE(I) = DEQ • GEE 1 ( VSC(I) • 12.) 
TRAT (I) = ( TRS (I) + 460. ) I ( 1GB (I) + 460. 
PR (I} = SPECHT (I} • VSC (!) I COD (I} 
co 11 0 = • 1 
PE'EST(I} = STII) •PR(l)••.6 *TRAT(I)*•CC110 
PEES1 (I) = ST (I) 
co 1 1 1 = • 5 
110 PP.'l':USS(I) = USS(I) • TRAT(I)**C0111 I I PR(I)**.4) 
CALC TE~PS AND PRESS AT TAPS AND AVERAGED CVEF TAP SEG~ENTS 
C TGTAP = TE"P AT TAP. 
DO 1 ~0 I = 1 • 4 
TGTAP(1) =TGB(2)+(TGB(3)-TGB(2})*11(3)-1E(2)) j(1B(3) - TB(2)) 
TGTAP(2) = TC:I!(3)+(1GB(4)-TGB(J)) *(115} -YB(3))·1(YB(4)-YB(3)) 
TGTAP (3) =TGO 14) +(1GB (5) -TGB (4)) • (X (6) -YE (4)) / (YB (5) -YB(4)) 
1 2 0 T r. TAP I q) = T G B ( 'j) + IT G I! ( 6) - TG B ( 5) ) • (X (A) - 1E ( 5) ) / (1 B ( 6) ~ Y 8 ( 5) ) 
NCilUN = DO (55) 
PRINT 125. NORliN 
125 POR"AT(1H1.30X, 1 PRESSORE DROP DATA RUN '.13) 
PRIN'I 127 
127 POR~AT(1HO.'SF.G~EN1 NO BB TEPF FBO!PP AF APMP.T PPl 
1 REPA FFH DZERO R! ROt') 
CALC NE! PRESSURE DROP ACCOUNTING FOR ACCEtERATICR 
tO 1 30 I= 1 • 3 
AP(I) = P(I) - P(l+l) 
CALL T P (T r. TAP I I ) • I' I I) , CCC, V • D D D • E E F. • G G G • U 0 U • V V V • llli II) 
GAS01 ~ 1. /V 
CAT.L TP (TGTAP (ttl) .P (I+1) ,ccc.v.ncD.l'EE.GGG.UllU.1VV.WWif) 
G J.SD 2 ;; 1. I V 
C01JO = 1. I GASD1 -lo I GASD2 
C0131 = SQG I ( 3~.2• 14q.) 
130 APET(I) = AP(I) t CC130 • C0131 
C. DECREA~F. AP1 TO ACCOUNT l'OI' • 0006 .IN • INCRBSE AT t 1 
PAR1 = 3.1415 • (.6006 • .6006- CD • 0[) /(4. • 1411.) 
C0132 = 1. - (FAR1 1 l'AR)**2. 
CORR1 = C0131 • CC132 /(RHOGAS(3)* 2.) 
APET (1) = APET ( 1) + CORR1 . 
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C INCREASE AP3 TO ACCOUNt POR .00~ IN. INCRf.ISE AT 0~ 
PAI14 = 3.1415 • (.6C4 * .60~ - OD * OD) I(~. • 144.) 
CO 13 3 = (PAR~ I PH)*"' 2. - 1. 
CORR3 = C01l3 • C0131 I(RHOGAS(5)* 2.) 
APPT(J) = APF'T(l) + CORiil 
C PPA s pp WIT!! OFNS AND VTSC DAS~D ON EPPEC'IIVE T!~E EUT ACTUAl V!LOCITI 
e e -= • 05 
001'501-=1.~ 
TF.F'f' (I) = RB • ( 'JH!; (:1:) - TGB (I) ) + TGB (I) 
CALL TP(TEPF(I) ,PE(I),,CC,V,OD,P.E,GG,Oll,HG,VV) 
FHCEFP(I) = 1. I~ 
VSCP.PF (I) = VIr. 
C01'>0 = U18. * DEQ•RH·'JGAS(I) *RHOGAS(I) * 32.2 
C0151 = XPL(I -2) • SQG * RROEPF(I) 
PPA(I) = C01"i0 * .APET(I-2) I C0151 
C0152 = G~E • DEQ I 12. 
C0153 = RHOEFF (I) I RHOGAS (I) 
RHA (I) -= C0152 * C0153 I VSCEPP(I) 
C APPLY HALt TRANSPOR~ 1C ?.P. 
C 00 = CHANNEL PERI~BTEB 
00 = 3.1415 • (OD + SD) 
C 002 = PERI~ETEF OUTPS CHANNEL 
002 = 3.1415 • SD 
OIJX = UOJ I U!J 
C PFS = FP CORRELATED FOR S~COTH CHANNEL 
FFS(I) = .11f1 • (RF.PA(t:) .. (-.l'j'))) 
Cll1h0 • 1.- I IIIII •(1'1'1\(f) I I'I'~;(T) )*•(-.fl) 
PI' H ( I) " PI' II ( I) • C 0 H, 0 I ( 1 • - II II X ) 
C CALC. ZF.RO SHP.AR f.IA~E'IE~ = DZERO 
C0161 = (SD .. 2. -CD .. 2.) •so• (FPA(I)I FPS(I) )••(-.8) 
DZRRO(I) = (SD••2.- C0161 1(00 +SO) )••.'5 
CALC RE BASED ON DZERO = REPZ, DE?. = D, HYDRF. INNER CHANNEL 
DEZII) = I DZERO(I)••2. -oo••2.) 1 OC 
RF.FZ (I) = REPA (I)' * DEZ (I) I DEQ 
PRINT 160, I, H, T H'F (!), RHOEPP (I) ,AP (I-2) ,APE'I (I-2), PPA (I), 
1 REl'A(I) ,PFHII),I:ZFRO(I),REFZ(I) 
160 FOR"AT(1H0,5X,I5,~X,F7.~,2X,F5.0,3(2X~P5.3) ,X,PE.5,2I,P8.Q,21. 
ll't.~,JX,I'L. I,JX,P!:.t;) 
150 CONTINUE 
DO 155 I=3,5 
C ~PPLV HALt TRANSFOR" 'IO STANTON NC. 
C0170 = ( ( SD/00) .. 2.- l.)U2. 
C0171 = (( SDIOil )*•4. ) *(4.• ALCG(SDICD - J. ) 
C0172 = 4. * ( SO/CD ) "'*2. - 1. 
PHONE = C0170 I I C0171 + C0172 ) 
C0180 = ( ( OZERO (I) I 00 ) .. 2. - 1. ) .. 2. 
C01R1 = ((DZF.RO(I)1Cn)**4. )•(4. *ALOG(I:ZERO(I) 100) - .3.) 
C0182 = 4. *IDZERC (I) I OD ) ••2. - 1. 
PHTiiO = C0180 I (CC181 + C0182) 
C0185 = ('l'HS (I)-TGE (I) )*COD (I) *FFH (l) *GEE*3600.1 (E!.*VSC(I) * 
1 APLOX (I) ) . 
STH(I) = C01R5 /((CC185-1.)* PP,~O!i~ /1?1!1:1!10 ,l.)•ST(T) 
HESTHjij::: STH(I) • PR(I)••.fi * 'IRATII)••c0110 
PEESTH (I) = STH (I) 
CALC RE BASED ON DZERC = FEZ 
155 REZ(I) = RE(I) • CEZ(I) IDEO 
PnTIIT 170,NORI)N 
170 POR"AT(1H0,30X, 1 HEAT TRANSFER DA7A RUN ',I3) 
FRIN'I 172 
172 POR"AT(1R0,'SFG"EN'I NO GAS PRESS GAS 1E"P GAS [ENS VISCOCITI 
1SURF TE"P SHROUD 7E"P TGI'IE') 
PRINT 173, (I,PB (I) ,TGB (I), RHOGAS (I), VSC (I) ,THS (1) ,TWB (I) ,TRAT (I), 
11=3,5) 
173 POR~AT(1H0,4X,I2,8X,P7.2,5I,P6~1.~X,P6.4,3X,P9.8, 3I,F6.1,41,P6.1, 
1 6X,f5.J) 
PRIN'I 174 
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174 FORMAT(1H0, 1 S!GMENT NO HEAT FLUX NOSSEIT ST~NTCN RE EQOIY ROSS 
1LT FUNCTION ST FtNCTION H HALL ST Rf ROD PEESTR 1 ) 
PRINT 115 , (I , H FLU X ( I) , US S ( I ) , S T (I ) , R f (I ) , fEE U 5 S ( I) , FE EST (I) , R TC (I 
1),STH(I),REZ(I),FH5'IH(I) ,I=3,5) 
1 7 5 PO R M ~ T ( 1 H 0, 4 X , I 2 , 7 X , F 7 • 0, 3 X , F 6 ·• 1 , 4 X , P 7 • 5·, I , F 8 • 0 , ~I, F7 • 1 , 61, P 9. 7, 2 
11,F7.0,4X,F7.5,31,PE.0,2X,F8.6) 
CALL FOINT(H ,EPT,HCOD,TGTAP,P,Y,RPLOJ,'IT,It,G!E,OBC,ROBOH,POI, 
1 OD,TD) 
PRINT 176 
176 PORM~T(1H1,30l, 1 INPUT DATA 1 ) 
PRINT 177 
177 FORMATPRO.' I X(I) Y(III) Tli(IJEG P) TT(D!G F) P(PSIG) DR(IIf 
1 RG ) 1 ) 
PRil'IT 178 ,(I,I(I),I(I),Tli(I),TT(I),P(I),DR(I),I=1,10) 
178 FORMAT(1H0,2X,I2,4X,F5.3,X,F6.3,2J,F6.1,3l,F6.1,4l,f5.0,41,P6.3) 
FRIN'I 179,00,~D,CT,'IV1,PCRF2,DRORF,TGF,tCFF,QO~J,PtA,EV,CORB,EPOT 
1,AER!Wn,FOW 
179 FOf!M~T(1H0, 1 0D = 1 ,P6.4,' SO=' ,P6.11,' CT = ',P'6.4,' 'IV1 = '• 
1F6.1, 1 PORP = 1 ,F6.0, 1 DRORP = 1 ,P7.4,' TGB = ',P6.0// 1 DORF = 
2 ',F6.3, 1 QUAY= 1 ,F6.4, 1 FDA= ',F6.3, 1 EV = ',P6.2, 1 COBB z 
3 •,F6.2,' EPUT = • ,Fg.1//'RERROR = • ,Pe.J,• Ptcw = •,r6.4) 
CALL BIGAR(FFA,REfA,FFH,REPZ,FEES1,RE,ffS,f!!STE,BEZ,~,PFAA,BEfAA 
1,FPHA,REFZA,F~ESTA,RBA,ffSA,PSTH~,REZ~) 
GO TO '3 
500 CONTINIJE 
CALL PLFPA 
C POR PLOTTINr. ANNULUS Ff 
CALL QCQCPA(1C,-1) 
CALL LINPLT (REFAA (1),PFAA(1) ,11,+4.0,-1) 
CALL PLPPH 
C FOR PLOTTING ROt PP 
CALL QQQCPA(1G,-1) 
CALL LINPL'I (RHZA (1) ,Fl'AA(1) ,K,+4,-1) 
CALL LINPLT(IlEPZA(1),Pl'SA(1),11,+1,•1) 
CALL PLSTA 
C FOR PLOTTING ANNULUS S'IANTCR PONCTIOR 
C~LL QQQCPA(10,-1) 
CALL LIIIPLT (REA (1) ,PEESTA 0) ,11,+4.0,-1) 
CALL PLSTAR 
C POR PLOTTING ROD STANTON fUNCTION 
CALL QQQCPA(10,-1) 
CALL LINPLT(REZA(1) ,FSTIIA(1) ,11,+4.0,-1) 
<;U.L AO'fiN~ 
!ND 
SUBROUTINE POINT(!! ,EPT,HCOO,TGTAP,FvY,RFLOI,1T,lD,GBB,DEQg 
1 NORON,POW,OC,'I[) 
DIMENSION EPT(10),HC00(10),TGTAP(10),P(10),Y(10),TGY(10), 
1 BOG A~ Y ( 1 0) , rn lJ Y ( 1 0) , V SC Y ( 1 0) , HPL 0 I ( 10) , 'I 'lY ( 1 C) , 'I HS I ( 10) , X D (1 0) v 
2 HTC Y ( 1 0) , S 'IY ( 1 0) , S PC H T! ( 1 0) , OS S Y ( 10) , B !I ( 10) , T FA'IY ( 1 0) , PB J (1 0) , 
3 FEl'~STY(10),Pl'EOSY(10),HY(10),PJ(10),'I'IC10),R(1C) 
C SII13ROUTINi TO CAlC. f!I!AT 'tt<ANSP. PERf. A1 1C3) TRRO Y(1) 
C FIRST GET LOCAL GAS TE~PS. : TGI 
TCO(A) = R.S + .OC4167 • A 
HY(2)=11(1) 
CO 10 I = 3, 7 
10 IIY (I) : HY (I-1) +(EFT (I-1 ) - RCOt (I - 1 ) ) I ( POW • 3600.) 
C ASSOI'IE PRESS AT Y (3) = P (1) = PY (3) ,ETC. 
DO 2 0 I = J, 6 . 
PY(I) = P(T-7) 
50 
CALL HP(HY(I),PY(I),AA,'IT'f,V,CC,r:C,I!E,GCC,HH,DO,U,II) 
'IGY(I) = TTT 
ROGASY(l) = 1. I V 
SPCHTY (I) = 0[ 
CODY (I) = GG\. 
20 VSCT (I) = HH 
C ROGASY = LBSICU FT,SFCH'IY = BTUIDEG P LE,CCCY = E'I~IPT SEC DEG P 
C VSCY = LBS I PT SEC,ASSU~E HEAT FLUX = S!G!ENT HEAT PLUI 
Hl'LOJ(6) = HFlUX(!:) 
C CALC. SURF. TE~P. AT THER~OCOOPII! LCCATICRS 
TTY(3) "' ( TT(1) + 'IT(2) ) I 2. 
T'TY(II) = (TTl])+ 'IT(4)) I 2. 
T T Y ( 5) = I T T ( 5) t TT ( 6) ) I 2 • 
TTY(6) =I T1(7) t T'i'l8)) I 2. 
C CALC. DELTA T ACCROSS OUT!f< SHEATH ,HE~TEB SDRP. T!ftF. ~ TRSY 
DO 30 I = .l,n 
'ISS = TTY (I) 
THSY(T) =TTY(I)-12.•(EPT(I)•AIOG(CDITr:))I(TCOI'I5S)•J.141• 10(1)•2. 
1 ) . 
C CALC H~AT .TRANSF. PARAMETERS 
HTCY U) = HPI.UX (T) I ( 'IIISY (I) - 'TGY (I) ) 
STY (I) = HTCY (T) 1 ( SPCHTY (I) • GEl! • 3EOO.) 
USSY (I) = llf(:Y (1) • uP. C. I ( 4)200 • • t;;OCY (J)) 
REY(I) = DEQ • GFE I ( VSCY(I) • 12.) 
TRATY (I) = ('IHSY (I) t 460. ) I ( 'IGY (!) + 460.) 
PRY(!)= SPCIITY(I) • VSCY(T) I CC[Y(I) 
COlO = 0 
FF.ES'IY(I) = STY(I) •PRYU)**.6. 'I'RA'IY(l)ULU~O 
C031 = .5 
3 0 FF. EnS Y (I) = n S S Y (I) • 'IR AT T (I) * • CO 3 1 I ( FRY (I) • • • 4) 
PRINT 35, NORON 
35 PORI1AT(1R0,30J,'PCINT HUT TRANSFER DATA RUN ',13) 
FIHNT 37 
37 FOR~AT(lRO,'SEGMENT N0 GAS PRESS GAS 'IE"F GAS [ENS VISCOCITY 
1 SURF 'I~MP TG/'IE') 
PFTNT 18, (I, PY (I) ,TGY (I) ,ROGASY (I), VSCY (I) ,THSY CI) ,TRATT (I) ,I=3,6) 
JR F0RMAT(1H0,4~,t~,Uiir7.~,~X,VG;11UI,P6.q.J~.Pq.R~ 3X.P~,1 1 61,P5.J) 
HINT 40 
40 FCRMAT(1HO,• Y HEAT FLUX NUSSI!l'I STAN'ICN R! !QUIV ROSS 
1Lt FUNCTION StAN70W FUNCTION H') 
P Rt!l T 41, (I, HPLU X (I) , US SY (I j , STY ( T.) , El e I (I) , P!! 0 ~ 1 CI) , PE !!STY (!) , 
1 HTCY(I),I: 3,6) 
41 POR~AT(1H0,4X,I2,1X,F7.C,JI,P6.1,41,P1.S,I,P8.0,31,P7.1,131,P9.1,5 
11,P7.0) 
11 no RN 
l!!m POINT 
SUBROUTINE 1P (!,P,H,V,GA,CP,SV,C,VIG,ICf) 
C CONVERT TE~PERATUPE PRO" DEGREES f TO t!GilEES RAWKIN. 
TT=T +lifiO. 
C CONVERT GAUGE PRESSURE 10 ABSOLUTt PR~S!OBE (ALL IN LB./~Q.TH.). 
ff:=P+14. 7 
CALL TABTP (TT,PP,H,V,GA,CP,SV,C,VIG,IC!) 
C CONVERT SPECifiC VCLU~E PRO~ CU.IN.ILE. TO CU.P'I.ILB. 
tJ=Vj1728. 
C CONVERT fHER~AL tCN[OCtiVITY PRO" ETO;IW.SFC.tEGFE~ R TO" B'IU/FT.-
C [fGREI! F. 
C=C*12. 
C CCNVERT.ABSOLUTE VISCOSITY FRO~ lBIIN.S!C. TO LE./P7.SEC. 
IIJG=VlG*12. 
IIETURN 
END 
51 
SUBROUTINE HP (R,P,Q,T,V,GA,CP,SV,C,VTG,VIL,VG,Vl) 
C CCNVFFT GAnCF PRESSURE TO ABSOLUTE PBESSO~E (lB.jSQ.IN.). 
PP=Pt14.7 
CALL TABHP (H,PP,Q,1,V,GA,CP,SV,C,VIG,VIl,VG,Vl) 
C CCNVERT TE~PERATURE PNO~ DEGREES R TO tiGREES P. 
T=T- 460. 
C CONVERT SPECifiC VClU~E PRO" CU.IN./LE. TO. CO.P1./LB. 
V=V/ 1728. 
C CONVPRT THP.R"AL CORtUCTIVITY PRO" BTO/I~.SEC.CEGBEE R TO BTU/FT.-
C SfC.t!GREE P. 
c•c•t2. 
C CONY!RT ABSOLUTP. VISCOSITY PRO" LE/IR.S!C. TO LE/PT.SEC. 
VIG 10 VIG•12. 
RETU IIR 
P.IIO 
SUBROUTINE TABTP(11,PP,H,V,GA,CP,SV,C,VIG,ICE) TABTP 10 
C NITROGEN TABTP 20 
DII'IP.NSION W ( 1 1) TABTP 30 
DATA KO,K/0,1/. TABTP 40 
T=TT TABTP 50 
P=PP TABTP 60 
GO TO ( 1, 7.), K TABTP 70 
K=2 TABTP AO 
WRIT F (6, 100 1) TABTP 90 
1001 PORI'IAT(1H0,10(10H••••~•••••)/42H NITRCGEN PLOID FROPERTIP.S *VARL-TTABT 100 
11'1E-1753*) TABT 101 
2 IPLAG=O TABT 110 
If(T.GE.120.) r.o 10 3 TABT 120 
IPLAG= 1 TABT 130 
T= 120. TABT 140 
3 IF(T.LF:.4500.)C:O 10 4 TABT 150 
IPLAG= 1 TABT 160 
4 IF(P.GT.O.O) r.o TC 'i '!'ADT 170 
IHfiG: 1 TABT lAO 
p-,.1 TAll'!' 190 
'i 11' (l'. Lf:. ).'HlO.) <1C 10 (, TABT 200 
IFtAG=1 ~ABT ~1U 
fi II' CIPLAC:. P.Q.O) r.o TO 7 TADT 220 
1002 POR~AT (2~~CTNn VAR. 001 OP RANGP X•P10.1,10H P~!SSUR!•P10.1) TAUT 2]0 
IP (KO. C:T. 20) GO TC 7 TABT 2110 
WRIT I' (6 1 11)02) 'T, P TABT 250 
KC=KC+l tABT 260 
7 IP(T.GE.910.) GO 'IC 8 'IABT 270 
CALL NITR0(1',P,V(2),W(l),W(5),W(J),V(4)) TABT 280 
IF (1' .LE.A90.) GO 'IO 10 TABT 290 
8 CALL NT1'900 (T,P,il (6)) TABT 300 
IF(T.GE.910.)GC TO 11 TABT 310 
X=(T-890.)/20. TABT 320 
X1=1.-X TABT 330 
DO 9 I=1,S TABT 340 
9 il(I)=Xl*II(I)+I*il(I+S) TADT 350 
10 IS=l TABT 360 
GO TO 12 TABT 370 
11 IS=6 TAHT )SO 
12 H=il(IS) TABT 390 
V=W(IS+l) TABT qOO 
GA=W(IS+2) TABT 410 
CP=W(IS+J) TABT q20 
SV=W (IS+4) TABT q]O 
13 
14 
15 
1f\ 
17 
52 
!=T/1.8 TABT 11110 
RA0=9RR.024/W(IS+1) TABT 1150 
!H=T/126.26 TABT 1160 
IF (TR. GT. 1.) GO TC 13 TABT 470 
V!S=8.65E-5•(TR) .. 0.979 TABT 480 
GC TO 15 TABT 1190 
H(TR.LT.3.5)GO !0 14 TABT 500 
VYS=10.3454E-5•(TR) .. 0.659 TABT 510 
GO TO 15 TABT 520 
VIS=10.R-5• (-.77704535F-1+T•(.86124288E-2+T*(-.10126169E-q+T*(.70TlBT 530 
1740430!!-8)))) TABT 531 
I=RH0•.028016 TlBT 540 
XX=(X/.7) .. 3 . TABT 550 
BRR0=37.8978+27.2e64*(XI••2-SQRT(XX))-66.8138•EJP(-58.75•11) TABT 560 
ARHO=F.XP(3.4664+AICG(X) •2.0557•x••1.~-6.E-6•EXP(12.72•t)) TABT 570 
DFLVIS=6.45E-6•ARHO*EXP(BRAO/!) TAB! 580 
VI=VIS+DELVIS TABT 590 
IX=RHO/T TABT 600 
CHXC=3.200E-6•ARHO TADT 610 
1+XX• (.430011E-5+11•(.119307E-2+XX•(-.101028+IX*(.q9J798+11•(-1.030TABT 611 
2~+XX•(.78894)))))) TABT 612 
Il'(T.t.T.935.) GO 'ffl 16 TABT 620 
XC=(1.32•V(11)+.12135-.C2'i/'IR)*'HS TABT 630 
GO TO 17 TABT 6qQ 
XC•0.604F.-5*SORT(1)/(1.+224.0•(10.••(-1~./'I))/T) TA8T 650 
XC=IC+DELXC TABT 660 
VIG=YI*.OOS6 TABT 670 
C•XC•.0056 TABT 680 
RETURN TIDT 690 
END TABT 700 
SUBROUTINE TABHP(HH,PP,O,T,V,GA,CP,SV,C,VIG,VIL,VG,VL) TARRP 10 
C NITROGEN TABRP 20 
DIP!E!IiSION A (1), HPP (20), HGG (20) ,IS (4) ,18 (Q) ,VII (118) TABAP 30 
DIP!E!NSION VN1 (24) TABBP 40 
EQUIVALENCE (VN1(1),VN(9'i)) TABRP 50 
DATA A/.527805,-'i49.1121,.09133945,-.968802F-3,5.11953E-6,-1.35e)5TABRP 60 
H-8,1.4U8758E-11/ TABR1' 61 
DATA IB/5,4,8,4/ TABHP 70 
DATA IS/1,31,~5,95/ TABRP 80 
DATA(VN(I),I=1,'JU)/ TABRP 90 
1942.64,1912.9,2e07.7,l6f.6.0,4505.5 0 TABRP 91 
2945. 19,1909.5,2eO:i.8, 36EO •. l,41199.4, TABRI? 92 
3947.28,190fi.0,2197.8,J654.6,4493.1, TA~ftP 9l 
49118.80,1902,4.2792.P,l~UA. B,qqe6.9• TA~HP 94 
5949.86,1898.9,2787.e,3643.2,44E0.7, TABBP 95 
6950.52,1895.J,278:i.9,3637.6,4474.€, TABRP 96 
734J.22,544.76,7U5.1;;,9U2.64, TABHP 97 
8370.98,55'i.92,750.3e,945.1q, TABHV ~U 
q]q2.07.56S.26,J~~.2q,q41.28, TABRP 99 
9407.85,572.93,757.34,948.80, TABHP 99 
9419.56,579.C9,759.6E,949.86, TABBP 99 
94:i8.22,583.95,761.38,950.52, TABRP 99 
9131.72,172.81,208.45,227.00,228.86,253.20,305.4;;,370.98, TABRP 99 
9129.36,171.40,210.35,240.93,262,17,290.C0,3Jq.33,392.07, TABRP 99 
9126.91,169.E4,210.~4,24f.71,277.47,310.fJ,353.81,Q07.85, TABRP 99 
91211.37,167.57,210.C8,249.4q,285.77,323.22,367.14,Q19.56, TABHP 99 
9121.77,165.32,208.74,250.52,290.50,331.22,376~36,428.22/ TABRP 99 
DATA VM1/ TABH 100 
1120.00,181.96,262.59,343.22, TABR 101 
2 
3 
2178.00,200.16,272.51,348.77, 
3197.00,216.24,281.72,354.32, 
4210.00,230.28,290.24,35~.88, 
5220.00,242.52,298.14,36~.43, 
6228.26,253.20,305.42,37(.98/ 
KCUN'I=O 
TCR= 110. 
QQ=1. 
KK=O 
AlP=8. 
H=HH 
P=PP 
IP (H .LT. 150.) GO 'IO 6 
PP=P/500. 
IP(H.LT.300.) r.o 'IC 5 
FH=(H-300.)/260. 
IG= 1 
I'I=FH 
IP=FP 
PH=A 1!100 (PH, 1.) 
FP=AI!OD(FP,1.) 
IP(H.GE.1340.) GO TO 3 
IP(P.GT.2500.) GO 'IC 4 
GC TO 13 
IG=1 
IT=3 
PR=(R-1340.)/260.+1. 
53 
TABH 
TABH 
TABH 
TABH 
TABH 
TABR 
TABH 
TABH 
TABH 
TABH 
TABH 
TABR 
TABH 
TABH 
TABH 
TABH 
TABH 
TABH 
TABR 
TABH 
TABH 
TABR 
TABH 
TABH 
TABR 
TABR 
TABR 
102 
10 3 . 
10 4 
10 5 
106 
1 10 
120 
130 
140 
150 
160 
170 
180 
190 
200 
210 
220 
230 
240 
250 
260 
270 
280 
290 
300 
310 
320 
GO TC 2 TABH 330 
4 IP=S TABR 340 
H= (F-2500.) /500. +1 TABR 350 
IF (R. LT. 1 SO.) IP=4 TABH 360 
GO TO 13 TABR 370 
5 PH=(R-150.)/50. TABH 380 
IG=2 TABR 390 
GO TO 1 TABH 400 
6 IF(P.L'I.SOO.) GO TO 8 TABH 410 
1 FF= (P-500.) /500. TABH 420 
fR=(R-10.)/20. 'IABH 430 
IG=J TABR 440 
GO TO 1 TABR 450 
8 IP(H.LT.11.0.) r..O 'IO 1v TABH 460 
9 FP=Pj100. TADU 470 
Pft=!R-110.)/JO. TABH 480 
IG=4 TABR 490 
GO TO 1 TABR 500 
10 H'(P.GE.493.14) GC 'IO 1 TABR 510 
IF(H.L1!.3.) GC TO 7 TABU 520 
If (H .GE.105.J GO Tr. 9 TABR 530 
X=33.556-P/14.696 TABH 540 
TT=(EXP(4.8293+1*(.619608E-2+1*(-.219~1!-2+1*(.124206E-3-1*.23531ETABR 550 
1-5)))))"1.8 TABR 551 
11 PL= (EXP ((A (1) tA (2)/TT+TT* (A (3) +'IT* (A (4) +'IT* (A (5) +TT* (A (6) +'l'T*TABR ~60 
1 (A (1))))))) •2.302~f.'51)) *14.696 TABR ~61 
DPDT=PL*2. 3025fl51* (-A (2) jTT .. 2+A (3) +TT* (2.•A (4) +'I'l'* (3. *A (5) +TT* (4 .TABR 570 
1*A (6) +'IT* (5.*A (7)))))) TABR 571 
IP(ABS(P-PL).L'I.O.C01) GO TO 12 TABR !580 
'I'I=TT+ (P-PL)/DFDT TABH 590 
~UUNT=KOONT+~ TABR 600 
IP(KOOHT.LT.20) GC 'IO 11 TABH 610 
12 CALL TA5TP(TT-.01,P,HP,iL,OAL,CPl,S.L,Cl,YIL,IC!) TABR 620 
KOUHT=O TABR 630 
IP(H.LT.HP) GO TO 14 TABU 640 
CALL TARTP(TT+.01,P,HG,iG,GAA,CPP,Sii,CC,iiGG,IC!) TABR 650 
IF (H .GT. UG) GC TO 22 TABH 660 
OO=(H-RP)/(RG-RP) TABH 670 
VV=QO*VG+(1.-QQ)*il TABR 680 
GO TO 25 TARH 690 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
HI 
19 
20 
~1 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
PH1= 1.- PH 
PP1= 1.-PP 
P11=PH1•PP1 
l12=PH•f'P1 
P21=FP•PH1 
P22= PP*PH 
L=IS(IG)+IT+TP•IB(IG) 
I=L+ID (IG) 
54 
TT=P 11* Vlf (L) + P 12• VN (L+ 1) +P 22• VIi (I +1) + P 2 1" VN (I) 
GO TO 23 
TT=T'I-.01 
oo=o. 
'ICR=n7.268 
GO TO 23 
lf'(OH)16,25,19 
IP(KK-1) 17,18,21 
IU!=1 
CRL=ALP 
GO TO 24 
IP(KK-1) 20,21,18 
i<f<=2 
GC TO 18 
ALP= ALP/2. 
GO TO (20,1/J,Kil 
'IT=T1+.01 
C!\LL TABTP(TT,P,H1,VV,GAA,CPP,SVV,CC,VIGG,ICE) 
CH=R-H1 
IP CABS (DH) .LT.O.O 1) GO TO 25 
CRL=.25•ABS(TT-TCR) 
15 IF(Jo:t;liJNT.r.T.<J) GQ TC 
TT=T'I+SIGN (A!UN 1 (.AllS (DH/CPP) ,CRLJ ,UH) 
IF (TT. LT.120.) 1T:120. 
KOON'I=KOUIIT+1 
IP(KOUNT.l.:f.40) 00 'IO 23 
O=OQ 
T=TT 
v= v v 
GA:r.AA 
CP,.CPP 
SV=S'VV 
c=cc 
VIG= VIGG 
RETUMN 
~~~ D 
5nAROUTINE XTERl'I(RHH,HHL,X1,J2) 
CC~!ION /XDRTN21XN,'I,TS,1SS,R,JK,XJ 
[IIHNSION XK(5),XN(16),XJ(7) 
Xl=RHH•FHH 
X4=RRl•RHL 
X5=X3•XN (16) 
X6=X4•XR(1ti) 
X7=RRH-RAL 
XA=F..XP (X';) 
J<J= f!JP (X6) 
X 10= (X8-X9) 1 (2. •x N (16)) 
X 11= (X 8• (X 5-1 • ) -X 9 • I X?- 1.) ) I ( 2. *X N ( 16) .. 2) 
X1=(((20.*XN(5)1TS+E.*XN(4))/'I+2.•XN(3))1'IS)•J7 + 
1(((2C.•XN(11)1T+12.•Xlf(10))1'I+6.•XN(9))1'ISS)*J1C + 
TABR 700 
TABn 710 
TABH 720 
TADII 730 
TABH 740 
TABR 750 
TABH 760 
TABH 770 
TABR 780 
TABH 790 
TABR 800 
TABH 810 
TABB 820 
TABH 830 
TlBH 840 
TABH 850 
TABB 860 
TADH 870 
TABH 880 
TAEH 890 
TABH 900 
TADH cno 
TABR 920 
TABH 930 
TADn 'J40 
TABH 950 
TABH 960 
TABR 970 
TABH 9AO 
TABH 990 
TAB 1COO 
TAB 1Ci0 
'!AB 1020 
TAB 1030 
TAD 10!10 
TAB 1050 
TAB 1060 
TID 1070 
TAB 10AO 
TAB 1090 
TAB 1100 
TAB 1110 
TAB 1120 
TAB 1130 
ITER!! 10 
ITI::HI'I 20 
XTERl'l JO 
XTERl'l 40 
XTER~ 50 
ITERI'I 60 
XTP.R!I 70 
XTER~ 80 
XTER!I 90 
XTER 100 
XTER 110 
ITER 120 
XTEB 130 
XTER 131 
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2 ( ( (20. *XN ( 14) /'I+12.•Xll ( 13)) jT+6. *IN ( 12) )/'ISS) •111 
12= ( ( (5.•XN (5)/'IS+3.*lN (4)) /T+2.•XN (3)) j'I+XN (~)) •11 + 
liN 17)* (X3-X4) /2. + 
2 ( < cs.•xN 1 11) /T+4. •xN PO)) /T+3. •xN 19) )/TS) •x1 o • 
3 ( ( (5. • X N ( 1 4) /'1:+ 4. • X li (13)) /T + 3. • XN (.1 2) ) I 'IS) *111 
4+IN(15)*(X3*13•RRH-X4*X4*RHL)/~. 
R'ETU RN 
END 
ITER 132 
ITER 140 
ITER 141 
XTER 142 
XTER 14 3 
XTEB 144 
XTEB 150 
ITER 160 
S08ROU'IINE NTTqQQ (11, PP, li) NIT90 10 
C R~NGF. TEMP 900 TO 4500 Df.G RANKINE - PE~SSUR! C-2500 PSIA NITRO liiT90 20 
CII'IENSION W (6), VN (1 ~5) NIT90 30 
DII'IF.NSION VN1 (JO) ,VN2 (30) ,VN3(30) ,VN4 (3C) ,VI'S (5) NIT'lC 4C 
EQUIVALENCE (VN 1 ( 1), Vll (31)), (VN2(1), Vll(f:1)), (Yli 3 (1) ,VN (91)), (VIlli (1NIT90 50 
1) ,VN (121)), jVN5(1) ,VN (1~1)) NIT90 51 
C F.N'IHALPY R'TU/LE NIT90 60 
C~TA (VN (I) ,I=1, 30)/ NIT90 70 
1288.69,527.39,7E7.4i,10~9.56,1338.29, NIT90 71 
2287.'l3,52A.30,78A.88,1061.30,134r.1'l, NIT90 72 
3287.29,529.25,790.37,1063.08,1342.14, NIT90 73 
42A6.80,530.22,791.8€,1064~84,1344.07, NIT90 74 
5286.44,531.19,793.34,10€6.58,1345.99, NIT90 75 
6286. 19,532.18, 794.80,1068.31, 1347.8'l; NIT90 76 
C COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR Z=P•Vt(R•T) NIT90 80 
OAT~ VN1/ NIT90 90 
11.,1.,1.,1.,1., NIT90 91 
21.01497,1.C1404,1.C1086,1.00871,1.00724, NIT90 92 
31.03099,1.02796,1.02157,1.01732,1.01441, NIT90 93 
41.04790,1.04174,1.C3216,1.02583,1.02151, NIT9C 94 
~1.06555,1.05540,1.04263,1.03425,1.02853, NIT90 95 
61.08379,1.06892,1.05297,1.04257,1.03549; NIT90 96 
C SPECIFIC HEAt RA'TIC GA=CP/CV NIT9 100 
tATA VN2/ NIT9 110 
11.392,1.341,1.313,1.301,1.294, NIT9 111 
21.412,1.345,1.315,1.302,1.294, NIT9 112 
31.430,1.350,1.317,1.303,1.295 0 NIT9 113 
41.447,1.354,1.319,1.304,1.29€, NIT9 114 
~1.461,1.35Fl,1.321,1.305,1.29€, IHTY 11~ 
61.474,1 • .361,1.JL2,1.306,i.297; NIT9 116 
C SPI'CIFIC AEAT -CP- NIT9 120 
DATA VN3/ NIT9 130 
1.25230,.].7878,.297CP,.JC670,.31222, NIT9 131 
2.25609,.27970,.29749,.30693,.31237, NIT9 132 
3.25q64,.20060,.2979C,. 30117,.31253, NIT9 133 
4.26282,.28144,.29E3C,.3C741,.31268, NIT9 134 
5.26567,.2A224,.29E69,.3C764,.)1283, NIT9 135 
6.26821,.28100,.29'l0f,.3C7A7,.3129e/ NIT9 136 
C SCNIC VELOCIT'Y li!T9 140 
tATA VN4/ "IT9 150 
117893.,24834. ,3C097.,34594. ,38573., NIT9 151 
21A153. ,25243. ,30283.,34158. ,38712., NIT9 152 
3~8413.,25264.,30465.,34919.,38864., MIT9 153 
41867 3., 25470.,30646 .,35C78., 39015., NIT9 154 
518921.,25499.,3082~.,35235.,39148., NIT9 1,5 
f:19167.,25867.,30989.,35389. ,3'l2'l6./ IIIT9 156 
r. SPECIFIC AEAT ·CVC- NIT9 160 
DATA VNS/. 18125,.207B8,.22626,.2357Q,.24128/ NIT9 170 
T=TT NIT9 180 
pmpp MIT9 190 
'PT= ('!:-900.) /900. NIT9 200 
PP= P/500. MIT9 210 
IT=PT NIT9 220 
IP=FP JIT9 230 
PT=A"On(PT,1.) MIT9 240 
PF=AI'IOD(PP,1.) JIT9 250 
2 
IF(T.LE.4500.) GO TC 1 
I'f=J 
TR~('f-4500.)/900. 
f'f=Til+ 1. 
IF(P.LE.2500.) GO 'l'C 2 
IP=4 
P~=(P-2500.)/500. 
PP=PB+1. 
F'I1=1.-FT 
PP1=1.-PP 
P11=PT1*1'P1 
f12=PT*PP1 
P21=PP*l'T1 
f22=l'P*PT 
L=1+IT+IP*5 
nn .l K=1.5 
,J=t• c~~t- 1) •Jo 
I.,J•S 
56 
W (K) oap 11*VN (J) +P 1 2* VN iJ +1) H 2 2* VM (I+ 1) + 12 1•v ll CI) 
w (2) =661. 95•w (2) •'I;F 
L=151+IT 
W(6)=PT1*VN(L)+PT*VN(L+1) 
ln!:"L'OilM 
:ERI: 
RIT9 260 
NIT9 270 
IIIT9 280 
IIIT9 290 
NIT9 300 
NI'l'9 310 
NIT9 320 
IIIT9 330 
NIT9 HO 
NIT9 350 
IIIT9 360 
NIT9 370 
NIT9 380 
IIIT9 HO 
NIT9 400 
IIIT9 410 
NIT9 420 
IIIT'J 1130 
NIT9 1111n 
IIIT9 450 
NIT9 460 
BIT9 470 
lii,.q 480 
JIT9 490 
SUBROOTINF. NI1RO('IE~P,PilES,V 0 HH 0 VS,GA,C() NITRO 10 
Dl'1ENSI0ll TID (17) ,HID (17) ,CVID (17) IIITRO 20 
tli'!E!ISION XK(5),XN(16),XJ(7) NitRO 30 
CC~I'!ON /XDRTN2/IN,T,TS,TSS,R,XK,XJ NITBO 40 
tAT~ TTD/66.666,72.222,77.777.AJ.333,88.888,94.444,100.,105.555, NITBO 50 
1 1 1 1 • 1 1 1 , 1 1 6 • 6 fl6 , 1 19. 4 4 4 , 1 n . l .i! 2 , 1 2 4 • 4 4 4 ; 1 2 5 • S !:! 5 , 17. 'l . A l.l • 1 2 6 • 1 1 1 , N I T R 0 5 1 
2126.26/ . NtfBO ~l 
DATA HID/202.86,525.25,847.11,1169.4,14S4.1,1e27.5,2177.2,2551.4, NITBO 60 
12959.5,J)96.S,J648.0,3942.A,4241.3,4437.5,4497.1,4562.5,4601.0/ IIITRC 61 
DATA CVID/29.7,27.e,25.7,26.0,25.4,24.2,~4.1,~3.9, NITRO 70 
124.727,26. 11A,27.~C8,28.649,3C.180,31.174,31.474,31.804,32.000/ NITRO 71 
t=TF.I'IP/1.A NITRO 80 
P=PR~S/14.696 NITRO 90 
RT;P*1 NITR 100 
TS=T*T NITR 110 
'I~~-TS*T NITR 120 
J=O NITR 1]0 
ITYPf-"'1 NITR 140 
CP0=2,910996F.+1 + 'I*( .. ·8.0M209951'.-4 + 'I• (ll.ti11i2037F.-G t T* IITTF 150 
1(-J.HlQl??AF.-!! t 'I* 5.6750880E-11))) NITR 151 
HC=4226.3003+T*(29.109996+Tt(-4,0~10497P.-4tT+t~.871401?F.-~tT*f NIT~ 160 
1-.q223307E-8t!+(1.135017~E-11))))) NITR 161 
CVO=CPO•R/.009A6A96 NITR 170 
lP (T,GF.,126. 26) r.o 'IC 1 NIT~ 180 
X.,. (lfJ(1)tl,l(2);T+·r•CJJ(3)+T•(X.J(II)+'I•CXJ(!:)+t+(IJ(6)•T•JJ(7)))11ITR 190 
1))) !iT'I'R 1'l1 
PP=10.••x NITF 700 
IF(P.LT.PP) GO tO 1 NI1'!1 210 
PSAVE=P NITR 220 
P=PP NITR 230 
ITYPE=2 NITR 240 
1=(1.-T/126.26)**.333333]1 NlTR 250 
RAO=XK (1) +X• (XK (2) +J* (XK (3) +J* (XK (4) +X* (H (5) )) ) ) NIT~ 260 
GO TC 2 NITR 270 
1 ~ H 0= PI RT NIT R 2 8 0 
2 A=R*XN (1) •T+XN (2) + (I (XN (5) /TS+XN (4)) /1+ IN (3)) tT NITR 290 
B=R*XN (6) *T+U (7) !IITR 300 
F=XN(fi)*T NIT!l 310 
3 
4 
5 
57 
C = ( ( (X N ( 1 1 ) IT +l N ( 1 0 ) ) IT + XN ( 9') ) IT S ) II IT R 
1: = ( ( (X II ( 1 ") /T +X N ( 1 3)) /'I+ X N ( 12) ) I 'IS) II IT R 
D A= R • X N ( 1) - ( ( (II. • X N (5) /'IS+ 2. *IN ( 4) ) I 'I+ Ill ( 3) ) /'IS) II IT R 
DB=R*XII(~) IIITR 
DC=-(((4.*111(11)/'I +3.*XN(10))j'I+2.*111(S))/TSS) IIITR 
DD=-(((4.*IN(14)/'I +3.*JM(13))/T+2.*XIi(12))/TSS) !IITR 
RROS=RHO*RHO IIITB 
I!X=P.JP ( XN ( 16) *RHCS) IIITR 
FC=EX*C NITR 
Et=EX*D IIITR 
PC=RRO*(BT+RHO*(A+RHO*(E+EC+RHO*(E+RRC•(!D+RHC*111(15)))))) IIITR 
tPDR=RT+RH0•(2.•A+RR0*(3.*B+3.*!C+RHO*C!*4. +RH0*(5.•ED+2.•11111ITR 
1(16) *!C+RH0•(6.•XII(15)i-RA0*(2.*ED*III(16))))))) !IITR 
J=J+1 IIITR 
JF(J.GT.30) GO TO 6 IIITB 
IP(ABS((P-PC)/P).l'I •• OOC1) GO TO 1 IIITR 
DP=P-PC IIITB 
IP (T.GE.126. 26) GO TO 4 !IITR 
CRLI~T=0.25•ABS(RHC-11.230207)+1. NITB 
GO TO 5 IIITR 
CRLI~T=.25*RHO IIITR 
COIITINOE NITR 
RRO=RHO+SIGN (A~IN 1 CABS (tP/DPDR),. 25*RHC ,CRL!ft'l), tP) !IITR 
GO TC 3 NITR 
6 
1001 
7 
IIRIT! C6,1001)P,PC NITR 
FORl'!AT (11H NCR CCNVERGENCE ,2E14.4) NITR 
GO TO (12,A,9) ,!TYPE NITR 
8 
9 
10 
, 1 
12 
SRHO=RHO IIITR 
ITYP.E=3 IIITR 
P=PSAVF IIITR 
J=~ NITR 
GO TO 3 NITR 
1:0 10 J=2,17 IIITR 
lF(T.L'I.TID(,l)) GC 'IO 11 NITR 
CCNTINOE NITR 
X= (T-TID (J-1) )/(Till (J) -TID (J-1)) IHTR 
HO=HID (J-1) +X• (Hit (J) -HID (.l-1)) li!Tll 
CVRL=CVID (J- 1) +X* (CVID (J) -CVID (J-1)) NITR 
CALL XTER~(BHC,SRHC,TER~1,TER"2) NITR 
CVR=CVRL-TERM1j.00986896 IIITR 
H=HO+(P/RHO-PP;SRHO+TER~2)/.009R6896 IIITR 
GO TO 1 3 MIT 0 
CALL XTER~(RHO,O.,TER"1,TERft2l IIITR 
C:VR=CVO-TP-nM 1/. ()0YtflH96 IIITR 
H=HO+(TERM2i-P/RHO-RT)/.C0986896 IIITR 
DPDT=RHO*(R+RRO*(CA+RHO~(DB+DC*!X+RHO*(JII(8)+RHC•CDD*EX))))) IIITR 
CPR=CVR+T*(CPC'I/RH0)*~2/DPDR/.00986896 NTTR 
GA=CFR/CVR IIITB 
VS=SOR't' ('l, 60~RE t(;'tO~•DP!JH) NITR 
V=9R8.024/RHO RITB 
HH=.01~348AO•H BITB 
CP=0.00852711•CPR IIITB 
RFTORII RITR 
END MITB 
BLOCK DATA 
DI"ENSIOl'l XK(5),XNI16),XJ(1) 
CO""C!I /IDRTN2/XN,1,TS,~SS,B,JK,XJ 
DATA XK/11.230207,21.082073,-9.8177403,~1.790397,-11.764704/ 
DATA R,XK/.C820574,.33716081142F-1,-.5771942866,-.1142108127E+3. 
1.8522634899Ei-3,.34110176~E+7,.1650365874!-2,-.151E90591E-1, 
2.416e356912B-5,.3211549C57E+3,.108012C4~~E+6,-.1066657899E+8, 
J-.3304489192E+1,. 12~3693626E+4,-.5693539048Ei-5,.1675167178E-5, 
11-.0056; 
DATA IJ/.527805,-3C5.07339,.16441101,-3.138q2CS£-J,2.985710J!-5, 
1-1.4238458E-7,2.7315282E-10; 
!lit 
320 
330 
340 
350 
360 
370 
380 
390 
400 
410 
420 
430 
1131 
IUO 
450 
1160 
470 
1180 
490 
500 
510 
520 
'530 
!:40 
':50 
560 
570 
580 
590 
600 
610 
620 
6JO 
640 
6'50 
660 
670 
660 
690 
700 
710 
no 
730 
7110 
750 
760 
170 
780 
790 
800 
810 
820 
830 
840 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
51 
52 
53 
"ill 
60 
61 
70 
58 
SUBaOOTINE BIGAR(ffA,P.EFA,PfH,REPZ,~F.ES1,BE,ffS,PEESTB,REZ,K,PPll, 
1RFFAA,PPHA,REfZA,FfESTA,REA,ffSA,fSTHA,FEZA) 
C FOR STORING PP RF. ,ST FU~CTION POR ftOLTI-80~ PLOTS 
I:HIENSION PPA (50) ,REH (50) ,PPR (50) ,RHZ (50) ,PEEST(50) ,RR(SO), 
1 P'PAA(5C) ,REFAA (50) I PFHA (50) ,RHZA (50) ,f!ESTA(SO) ,BEA(SO), 
2HESTH (50) ,REZ (50) ,BE?.A (50) ,PI' SA (50) ,PSTRA (50) 
PFAA (K) = PPA (5) 
REPAA (K) = RP.PA (5) 
PfHA (K) = PPH (5) 
BEPZA (K) = REP'Z (5) 
HESTA (K) = PI!EST (5) 
RF.A (K) = RE (5) 
PP'SA(K) = .118 • RHZ(5) .. (-.155) 
FSTRA (K) = FEESTH (5) 
BEZA(P:) = REZ(5) 
HTURN 
EMU lliGAR 
SUBROUTINE PLP~~ 
C POR PLOTTTING ANNULUS PP' VS RP 
DI"F.IISION XO (2) ,Tt (~), BOPPER (6000) 
XD(1) 10000. 
xr (2) = 1000000. 
TD(1) = .012 
TO (2) = .OS 
CALL SETPLT(XO,TD,-2, 1 LCG 1 , 1 ~ECH 1 1 0.,0.,EOP'PEB,E000) 
CALL LABEL(2,.3, 1 ANNULOS PBICTION PAC1CFSS 1 ,-1) 
CALL LARPT.(1,,125, 1 RF.YNOLDS "ODUIOS BASI[ ON fil~ DENSITY AID 
1 VtSCOSITY,BtllK VEICCITU 1 ,•1) 
CALL LABEL(-1,.12!:, 1 P'RICTIO~ HCTCR (EUSIOS)S 1 ,-1) 
HTURN 
ENO PLP'PA 
SUBROUTINE PLFFH 
I. fOR fLOTTING ROO PP 
taEii!;IU~ Ai:. (2) iTt (J}, ~OPPP.R 16000) 
X0(1) 10000. 
xn (2) = 1000000. 
TD(1) = .012 
1'0(2) = .00 
CALL SETPLT(XC,Tt,-2,'LCG 1 , 1 ~ECH 1 ,0.,0.,EOPPEF,6COO) 
CALL LABEL(2,.3, 1 BCt l"RICTICN PACTORSS',-1) 
CALL LABEL(1,.125, 1 BETNCLDS ~OtOlUS EAS!t 01 fit" OEHSITY AND 
1 VISCOSITY,BULK V!LCCIT1S 1 ,-1) 
CALL LABEL(-1,.12~. 1 P'RICTION FACTOR (ELJSICS)S'.-1) 
BE'IUBN 
l'!ln Pt PP'II 
SIJBRflO'TTNP PI.STA 
C POR PLOTTING ANNULUS STA~~GN PUNCTIOM 
DII'IF.NSION xn (2) ,TI: C2) • BUPP!!B (6000) 
xr. ( 1) = 10000. 
X0(2) = 1000000. 
T!l(1) = .001 
TD(2) = .OUS 
CALL SETPLT(XD,TD,-2, 1 LCG', 1 ~FCR 1 ,0.,0.,EU¥P!B,f000) 
CALL LABEL(2,.3,'FONCTICN P(ST)S',-1) 
CALL LAB~L(1,. 125, 1 EOLK REYNOLDS ~ODULO~S 1 ,-1) 
CAlL LABEL(-1,.125, 1 P(S1)S 1 .-1) 
RETURN 
END PLSTA 
59 
SUBROUTINE PLSTAH 
C POR FLOTTING ROO STARTCN FUNCTION 
OlliE liS ION XD (2) ,Tt (2), BUFFER (6000) 
XD(1) = 10000. 
xo (2) = 1000000. 
T0(1) = .002 
TD(2) = .008 
CALL SETPLT(IO,TD,-2,'LCG 1 , 1 1'1ECH 1 ,0.,0.,EOFP!~,E000) 
CALL LABP.L(2,.3,'PONCTICN P(ST)$ 1 ,-1) 
CALL LABEL(1,.125, 1 EULK REYNOLDS "ODOLOS$ 1 ,-1) 
CALL LABEL(-1,.12~, 1 P(S~)S 1 ,-1) 
FI!TURN 
£NO PLSTAH 
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